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INTRODUCTION

I. The Budgetary and Finance Committee held ... meetings from 4 June through

.. June 1984 under the chairmanship of Mr. Jacques G. Van Hellenberg Hubar

(the Netherlands). Mr. Miguel Angel Ortega-Nalda (Mexico) served as Rapporteur 

the Committee.

2. At its first meeting, the Committee approved the provisional agenda and

organization of work contained in annexes I and II respectively to document

DP/1984/BFC/L.I. The Committee agreed to keep its schedule of work flexible

depending on the availability of documentation.

5. The report of the Committee is submitted to the Governing Council in

document DP/1984/BFC/L.2 and annexes and addenda.

4. The report to ~e Economic and Social Council on the thirty-first session of

the UNDP Governing Council will include in its annex I the recommendations of the

Budgetary and Finance Committee as adopted by the Council.
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SU~ARY OF THE ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR’S INTRODUCTORY STATENENT
¯ "~ " TO THE BUDGETARY’ AND FINANCE..CONMITTF~E ~

lh his opening statement ~ to the Budgetaryand Finance Committee, th@

Associate Administrator commented on the UNDP programme’s perfoz~ance¯ during 1985.~~

Placing it in thecontext of thethird programming cycle,~he~providedlareview of ....

the financial activities 0fUNDPduring 1985, pointing~ in particular, to t~etotal

income for the!year of $838 million which represented.znincrease, of:~5.Sper cent .... ~

over..1982, With respect to total pr6g~amme expenditure, henoted a decline of ~’

15 per cent during 1985 to some $560 million. He then described the n~jor f~¢tors.

contributing to sueh a decline, the first being the strengthening of%he ¯ ~ ,~,~

United States’dollar which, though unfavourablewith respect,to the level of~.UNDP i

resources, was,’on’the other hand, beneficial with respect~!othe ~ quanttm-of’

assistance providedbecause of the increase~in~the~United.¯States doIIar’spurchasing

power.. A~san example., he sta~ed that in the third cycle,~whereas.prOgramme.:~¯

delivery would be 52 per cent of the original target in current dollar terms,

the number of expert months would actually be< 62per cent of what was assumed

in the original calculations of~the target~’~ The second reason, related.~to ~

:, :’. ¯ . . .~! ~ ~. ~ . , ¯ , ~ . : ’~ ...- ~ h~.,

GE.84-62871
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cancellation of many obligations considered unnecessary by some executing agencies~

thus returning them as savings to 1985 project accounts. Third, in order to

provide a smooth transition to a lower level of programming, the Administrator had

set declining limitations on programme expenditures in 1982, 1983 and 1984.

However, due to more Cautious programming by Governments and resident representatives,

therewas a significant reduction in project approvals during 1983, itself, rather

than more gradually as envisaged earlier. :

2, The Associate Administrator then reviewed the development of programme

expenditures taking together the years 1982 and 1983. He pointed out that there

had been a gradual adjustment by UNDP to a lower level of programming and that

the actual IPF expenditures for those two years amounted to $1,035 million, a

shortfall of only $35 milli~n Compared With therevised"planned IPF expenditures

of $I,O70 million. This resultedin the shortfall in programming resources being

reducedby .$31~million,,Thelower~.198.3 expenditures~also resulted in an.increase~~

of $62~million in UNDP investments-hel~, at the end of. 1953 which amounted in all to

$250°7 million~overand above the $200 million held on behalf of the..-~.

Operational"Reserve~ He then reminded the Council of certain liabilities which

amounted to $.255.~8. million which exceeded the~$250o.7 millio~,held im investments~. .... ~..

3- ~urning tollhe~.years, iahead, the AssoeiateAdministrato~ assumed that the :~.

annual growth rate in vo!un.taryconiributions would be some 7.5 percent in 1984 .,

and 1985i, and possibly in 1986as welL. The IPF expenditures were set at :~ ~

$500 million for 1984, $540 million for 1985 and $570 million for 1986. The

balance of pro~ble resources should grow from a negative amount of:

$29 million at the end of 1983 to a positive amount of $25 million by ~he end of

the cycle. ,

4. The Associate Administrator thenpointed OUt that during the, cycle the ~

liquidity position~of the Programme had~never:beenjeopardized, despite the~ ~

shortfall in programmable resources and deficits in the revenue reserve, and
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that a drawdown against the Operational Reserve had not been necessary. He also

mentioned a few proposals made by the Administrator regarding the purpose of the

Operational Reserve, in particular a request that for the fourth cycle the Council

introduce a second level of the Operational Reserve which would serve to iron out

fluctuations in planned IPF expenditures during the cycle. This would not affect

the present liquidity reserve at its level of $200 million°

5. The Associate Administrator concluded by reviewing briefly the other issues

which figured on the agenda.
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Addendum

Chapter IV. PROGRAMME IMP~NTATION

A. Assistance to Namibia

: " C .~ " "’]:

For consideration of item 4 (c) of the Council’s agenda, the Committee had

before it a report of the Admifiistrator (DP/1984/14/A~dd~.l!)Which:-described the

progress made in response to Governing Council decision 83/10 on the question of

support costs in respectAof projects financ@d from the United Nations Fund for

Namibia. ......

2. In introducing this item, ~’he Associate Administrator ~ referred to the extensive

consultatidns wt~ch had been held with all the parties concerned. He explained the

two issues involved and informed the Committee of the current status O:f each.

3. With regard to the total waiver of support costs, he stated that while the

Administrator undertook to consult the executing agencies on the issue, he had

already advised the council in 1983 that this wa.s a matter for determination

primarily by the agencies. The progress report provided an explanation of the

agencies" position on this, and they, for the most part, had not found it possible

to respond positively to this request. In this connection, the Associate Administrato:

GE.84-62386
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drew attention to the letter he had received from the United Nations Commissioner

for Namibia.~ following the completion of the consultative process with executing

agencies~ in which the Co~missioner expressed hi~ appreciation for the UNDP

efforts and s~ated that in view of General Assembly resolutions on this subject,

he reserved the right to pursue the matter of a full waiver of support costs

through direct negotiations with each individual agency. The Associate Administrator

expressed the view that the Governing Council and UNDP had completed their action

on this matter and that following adoption of the present report,, no additional

consideration of this issue was needed by the Council ....

4. As to the question of treating project costs as expenditure against government

cash counterpart contributions (GCCC), the Associate Administrator apprised the

Committee of the fomnulation~ adopted after due consultations with the

United Nations Office of Legal Affairs and with executing agencies~ which would

allow certain costs incurred in neighbouring countries acting as hosts to Namibia

projects to be treated a,s GCCC-

Summary of the discussion in the Committee

5o Members expressed their appreciation to the Administrator and his staff for

the prompt action taken on the issues involved~ Their noted with satisfaction

the positive reaction of executing agencies to treat certain project expenditures

as GCCC as described in DP/1984/14/Addol. Most members endorsed the Administrator’s

conclusions and his recommendations on the subject. One member, speaking on

behalf of a group of counbries~ stated that he supported the concept of a waiver~

since the United Nations Fund for Namibia was a special case and thus would not

create a precedent in respect of obhGr funds. Several members expressed the hope

that the issue of comple~e waiver of support costs would be resolved in the near

future in the discussions between -the Comraissioner and the executing agencies.

One of these members stated i~hat his delegation intended to follow up~ through

othe r channels~ Zhe dew~lopments in the bilateral negotiations between the

United Nations Connnissioner for Namibia and the executing agencies. Another
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had agreed to grant a full~waiver of support costs in respect of Pr0jects

financed from the United Nations Fund for Namibia. One member enquired as

to the potential effect on UNDP of the application of the recommendations.

Response of the Administration

6. The Associate Administrator, in replylto one question, explained that there

would be no financial impact on UNDP resulting ifrom the application of the

measures listed in the report. This was due to the fact that, for these

Trust Fund projects, support costs were paid by the Fund for Namibia and not

by UNDP. To the extent that the UNDP Office for Projects Execution would be

implementing projects financed from the Trust Fund, it would be in the same

position as executing agencies: that is, earning 3.5 per cent on project inputs

considered as GCCC. He stressed that in respect of projects financed from the

IPF for Namibia, regular support costs would continue to be paid to executing

age n cie s.

Recommendation of the Committee

7. Following the discussion on this subject, the Budgetary and Finance Committee

recommended that the following draft decision be adopted by the Council at its

thirty-first session :

The Governing Council,

(a) Takes note of DP/1984/14/Add.1 dealing with reimbursement of support

costs for project activities financed from the United I~ations Fund for Namibia;

(b) Expresses its appreciation to the Administrator and to the executing

agencies for action taken to treat part of the costs of projects, where appropriate,

as expenditure against government cash counterpart contributions (GCCC) and approves

this modality;
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(c) Takes further note of a~encies’ views on the possibility of granting

total waiver of support costs in respect of projects financed bythe United Nations

Fund for Namibia and the views of ~he united Nations Commissioner for Namibia on

the subject ; and ......... -

(d) Notes that¯ the United Nations Commissioner for Namibia intends 

continue discussions with the executing agencies implementing such projects

with the view to obtaining full waiver of such support, costs.
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T ~ TChapter V. F~NANCIA~,, BUDGETARY AND ADMINISTRATIVE >L&TTERS

A. A~ual review of the financial situation~ 1.983

i. For consideration of item 9(a) of the Council’s agenda, the Committee had before

it the report of the Administrator (DP/1984/5}) which provided a comprehensive

financial review of ~he activities finamuced frcm the UN~P account during 1983, the
f

financial poo’* ¯~z~mon of UNDP at the end of 1983 and a forecas~ of activities for 1984

and 1985. !n connection with the request of the International Telecommunication
i

Union (!TU) for additional support cost reimbursement, the Com~nibtee was provided

informally with a copy of ITU’s letter to the Administrator, dated 18 May 1984 and a

copy of resolution No 916 adopted by the !TU Administrative 0o~_ucml on this subject.

2. In introducing this item~ the Director of Finance highlighted the main financial

data contained in the document. W~ile actual income received was close to the amoun~

forecast to the Council in 198}, programme expenditures were below the forecast with s

shortfall of ~67 million in IPF expenditures alone. This s~ortfall was attributed to

several factors~ among them the strength of the United States dollar which had had a.

GEl 84-62405



~derating effect on programme expenditure,~ because delivery in real terms had cost

ess in dollar terms than the amount budgeted for. He also explained that in view of

he 1982 decision t~em by the Administrator to reduce !PF expenditure targets to

5 per cent of the illustrative IPFs~ the Administrator had set certain annual

imitations on programme expenditures to provide for a smooth transition to the lower

evel of programming~ in line with projected resource availability. The Director

xplained that the recent decline in expenditure would still permit the achievement of

he reduced targets for the cycle as a whole. He went on to say that the net effect

f these 1983 reductions in expenditure was to produce a surplus of income over

xpenditure of some $87 million compared with a projected deficit of $29 million.

’he financial data for the year showed that the net assets of U~P as represented by the
"t"

:evenue Reserve~ went up from a negative balance of $6 million at the end of 1982 %o

positive balance of $60 million at the end of 1983.

~. The Director of Finance then provided information on the projected income and

~xpenditure for 1984 and 1985 which~, while not representing any dramatic change

~ompared with 1983~ showed signs of some modest growth and were~ perhaps~ an indication

)f some change in last year’s trend. If the projected dat a on income and expenditure

~ateriaiized~ $his would result in a Revenue Reserve of ~87 million at the end of 1985.

~he Director of Finance also highlighted the fact that the payment of contributions by
!".

]overnments in 1983 was encouraging, as most of them had paid their pledges earlier in

the year. He expressed the Administrator’s appreciation to those Governments for

bheir payments and to the Council for its repeated appeals in past years for prompt

payment of contributions.

4, He briefly touched upon a number of other subjects covered in the report including

the request made by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) for additional

support cost reimbursement. He described the consultations which had taken place

between UNDP and ITU~ including the clarifications sought by D~TDP~ and referred %o the

discussion held in the ITU Administrative Council in April~ as well as to

resolution No. 916 of that Council which invited the D~TDP Governing Council to consider
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Summary/, of the discussion in the Committee

5. l~[embers expressed their appreciation for the clear and comprehensive dooumentatior

submitted to the Council under~b’~_±o ° agenda item. They noted with satisfaction the
[:

distinctly improved financial situation of L~DP at the end of 1983~ even though it was
c

due largely to a decrease in actual programme expenditure in comparison with projectio~

rather th~n an increase in income. ~Thile some members regarded such a decrease as a

natural 8rod acceptable phenomenon~ in view of UI~DP’s financial situation- which

required financial prudence at all times - others considered the decline too steep and

unsound. One member~ supnorted by o~ .... remarked that the reduction had been

introduced with a sense of urgency s~d grea% concern and had resulted in measures which

were too drastic causing damage to the whole process of UN~P-supported programmes

from programme planning to programme implementation. Other members wondered whether
<

there had been major bottlenecks in the project approval ~ ~ ~ ~~,ro~,eo~ which had -ontributed
"]

to the severe decline in implementation.. Members~ in general~ expressed the ho~e

and expectation that programme delivery would pick up momentum~ compatible with levels

of projected delivery and resource availability. In this corLuec~ion~ several members

enquired as to the basis for the income projections which had been made.

6. Members were pleased to note the increase in the level of cost-sharing activities

and some no~ed that this was a sign of confidence in the Progrsmmme. One member

questioned the basis on which o~timistic .... forecasts were made in -re~p.,~,~ ~ct of cost-eharing

income ~ndexpenditure~ whereas the main programme income and expenditure forecasts

appeared stationary. Another member moted that it was natural to expect Governments

participating in cost-sharing activities to meet the cos% to U~P of the additional

workload resulting from such activities. ~iembers noted wit~ particular satisfaction

the timely ps;yment of contributions and expressed the hope that %his pattern would

continue. One member~ speaking on behalf of a, group of coomtries~ stated that these

countries would continue to provide a payment schedule to %~P and expressed the hope

:iJ .

that other Governments would do the same. Most members expressed disappointment that
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the level of accumulating non-convertible currencies had remained almost stable.

Some of them further noted that the marginal decline of these holdings did not

result from greater utilization of these currencies but rati]er from the decline

in their value in dollar terms. One member, whose Government’s contribution was

in one of these accumulating currencies, stated that his country’s current

contributions during the period since the Consensus were being fully utilized and

that his Government was still reviewing with UNDP ways and means of utilizing

and reducing existing accumulations, all of which were from prior periods.

7. In commenting on other issues covered by the report, one member noted that

there appeared to be a substantial decline in the rate of return on funds placed

by UNDP and enquired as to the reasons. Several members noted the high

administrative cost of the programme which, in their view~ was not justified.

When the UNDP administrative cost was combined with agency support costs, the rate

seemed particularly high. In this connection, some members noted that the

Governing Council had expressed the hope a few years ago ti~at UNDPTs administrative

cost would be about !2 per cent; others remarked that there was no justification

to reimburse agencies above the standard support cost rate as there was no

justification for UNDP to meet the full support costs incurred by agencies. One

member noted the variety of non-core activitie;~ undertaken by UNDP and expressed

reservations in this respect, stating that the proliferation of so many

arrangements did not necessarily represent a healthy trend for UNDPo In his view,

non-core activities should remain at all times the exception and should be marginal

compared to core activities.

Response of the administration

8. The Assistant Administrator, Bureau for Finance and Administration, and the

Director of Finance responded to the specific questions and observations made by

members. With regard to the return on funds placed by UNDP, it was explained

that apart from the fact that rates of return in 1983 were generally lower than

~ 1Q~O ~ka hal~mmm r~ TT~nP ~1~n~ In ~r~in mn~if4c~ donor countrv currencies
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traditionally resulted in a lower rate of return. . He further explained that

losses on exchange~ while substantial~ were mainly book losses resul~.ng from

losses incurred on UNDP holdings of certain donor country currencies which UNDP

did not exchange for other currencies when there was a reasonable expectation of

their being utilized within a relatively short time. Sometimes contributions

to ,the Programme were paid shortly befqre a deva!uation and UNDP was not able to

sell the currency before the devaluation , As to the projections made on the

resource side~ Shese were based partly on historical trends and partl~ on/the

best estimates that UNDP was able to make in the light of currently available

information. None could be considered as certain~ but they appeared:to UNDP~s

administration to be reasonable.

ITU request for,.additional~ support .....
cost reimbursement

9. The Deputy Secretary-.Genera! of iTU described in further detail his

Organization’s request for an additional reimbursement of support costs. He

explained that the deficit problem in the Technical Co~,operatiOn Sp~cial~Account

of his Organization had become chronic due to the following factors: (a) the

location of the Organization’s headquarters resulted in a relatively ~igh cost~

(b) currency fluctuations over the last decade had been mostly unfavourable with

regard to support costs receiw~d in US do!lars~ (c) the absence of a technical

co~operation programme financed by the regular budget~ and (d) the Success 

the Organization in programme delivery had taken it above the flexibility

provisions applicable to smaller organizations. He highlighted the decline in

programme delivery in recent Fears which had contributed adversely to the deficit.

IO° In their review of this matter, members expressed some understanding of !TU~s

difficulty. Most members, however~ expressed the view tha5 it was not UNDP~s

role to meet the totality of an organization~s support costs requirements and

that therefore the iTU request could not be supported. Some members expressed

the view that the general issue of support costs did not need to be reopened at
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his stage and that the support cost provisions contained in decisions 80/44 and

1/40 were detailed and comprehensive and should not be renegotiated. Several

embers felt that even if an exception in favour of the ITU~s request were to be

onsidered, the effect of creating a precedent of this kind would be detrimental

o the whole issue of support cost. Therefore, while understanding ITU~s

roblem~ members did not consider it possible to respond favourably to this request.

Recommendation of the Committee

i. Following the discussion of these subjects, the Budgetary and Finance

bmmittee recommended that the following decision be adopted by the Governing

~ouncil at its thirty~first session~

The Governing Council~

Having reviewed the report of the Administrator on the:review of the

"inancial situation in 1983 (DP/1983/53)~ including the request made by ITU for

in additional support cost reimbursement~ and

Taking into account the observations and comments made by its members

~hereon,

(a) Takes note of the steps being taken by the Administrator to ensure that

~he level of programme delivery is consistent with existing and projected resource

~vailability;

(b) Expresses satisfaction at the prompt payment of pledges by many

donors and urges all Governments to continue making such payments as early in

the year as possible;

(c) Calls upon all Governments to increase their voluntary contributions

to the Programme on a more predictable, continuous and assured basis; and

(d) Decides that support cost reimbursement to executing agencies, including

ITU, should continue to be made in accordance with the provisions of Governing

Council decisions 80/44 and 81/40.
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Addendum

~I,~AN~IAL, ~UD~ARY AND AD~IINISTR~TIVE MATTERS’

!. Trust funds estab!ished by the AdministratorT I~8 ~ : :

For its consideration of item 9 (d) of the Council*s agenda~ the Committee

¯ , , . J

~" " ’ DP/I,o4/c,9. ; ......had before it a report of the Ad.~inlscr~tor contained in documenb ~ ~° r ........

2. The Assistant Administr~tor<~-gureau For:.:~Fi~nce; a~d Administration, introduced

the report by stating that the document followed tNe same basic form~4tiSn which the.

reports had been prepared in ~i~revious years ~ namely, a narrative description~of ,~

each fund ’ ’established during the year together with an annex presenting the : ’.’

significant features of each trust fund in tabular form. He described briefiy th’e ~! ,

nature of the trust funds established on behalf of U!JDP Stself~ on behalf of UNCDF,

and on behalf 0f UNFSSTD. The~ Assistant Ad~-"~_~strator informed’the Coinmittee ~hat

in keeping WithUNDP financialregulatio6 5.1, the document had been Submitted for ~

review to ACABQ Which had noted, without further comment, the informa~i0n:contained

in UNDF~{ reoort. " ......
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5. The Associate Administrator, in line with a commitment he made in 1985 to the

Committee regarding the USSR/UNDP Trust Fund established in 1982 for training in

the USSR of specialists from developing countries introduced annex II to

document DP/1984/69 which contained detailed information on this trust fund. He

stated that the fund was used exclusively for training in the USSR of specialists

from developing countries in areas of activities for which it had been determined

that particularly suitable facilities were available in the USSR. The fund was not

used for the procurement of equipment or any other services for which international

bidding procedureswould normally apply. The Associate Administrator stated that

all the convertible currency needs of the projects financed from the fund had come

from the fund itself. Each training project had been formulated by the

United Nations agency concerned and had been appraised by UNDP in accordance with

UNDP’s normal procedures. The Associate Administrator concluded by expressing

satisfaction that the trust fund had provided significant assistance to training

in the USSR of specialists from developing countries in several important fields of

national development.

Summary of the discussion in the Committee

4. Members first considered the USSR/UNDP Trust Fund for training in the USSR.

A number of members expressed the view that the contribution to the Trust Fund

represented a tied contribution on the basis that it could only be used for the

purpose of services from the donor country. Several members further stated that

while it appeared that the Committee was confronted with a problem of definition,

they considered contributions in non-convertible currencies as self-tying by nature.

One delegate asked clarification as to whether all administrative costs incurred

by UNDP in the management of this Trust Fund were covered by the convertible portion

of the contribution to the Trust Fund. Another delegate stated that the Trust Fund

in question represented a contribution that was supply-side dominated and that in

this regard the provision of technical assistance should be dominated by the demand
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and need for assistance and not by the supply and availability of certain assistance.

The delegate sought further information on future plans envisaged for the Trust Fund

and on the specific criteria that were appl~ed ~n identifying and choosing training

programmes. Members agreed that while they were reviewing the issue as a matter of

principle, the Administrator had not gone beyond the relevant Financial Regulations

and Rules.

5. One member~ supported by others~ stated that the subject had been discussed

at length the previous year and his delegation’s position had been stated in detail

at that time. He said that the demand for training was high and that his oountry

did not have sufflcient funds to meet that demand~ therefore, he went on, the

Trust Fund was not supply-side dominated but responded to requests for assistance.

In this sense~ it was the demand that was creating the need. He stated that the

purpose of the Trust Fund was to assist the developing countries and to help them

train personnel.

6. Members then considered the rest of the report of the Administrator. One

member considered that it would be helpful to include in the document in future

years a column containing total project amounts~’ Several other members required

clarification concerning the United Nations Emergency Operations Trust Fund (UNEOTF).

One membee requested information regarding the criteria for selecting beneficiary

countries and another asked about the arrangements being made cor~cerning support-~

cost reimbursement.

Response of the Administration

7. The Associate Administrator responded to questions concerning the

USSR/UNDP Trust Fund° He referred to the extensive debate at the Council~s

thirtieth session and to decision 8~/33 which took note of the AdministratorVs

previous report (DP/1983/~9) and which required him to provide each year, detailed

information on the trust funds established by him. Furthermore, he referred to

the Administrator’s Guidelines on the Establishment of Trust Funds, specifically
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! .
~irculated to members last year, in which it was stated that the Administrator could

Lccept trust funds with a currency that is not fully convertible provided the

~dministrator determined that the currency could be used for the purposes of the

;rust fund. The Associate Administrator stated that the training programmes had

)een designed by the executing agencies in response to actual needs. The needs

~ere greater than those being met from IPF resources. He considered that a resource

~as therefore being made available to meet needs that otherwise could not have been

net. The Associate Administrator reiterated that the contributions to the

~SSR/UNDP Trust Fund could not be shown as a contribution to UNDP’s general

resources. Regarding administrative costs, he stated that all legitimate convertible

currency costs had been met from the Trust Fund and to the extent that any

additional identifiable costs existed at headquarters, these also would be charged

to the Fund. Regarding the future of the Fund, the Associate Administrator

considered that beyond present commitments, a decision in this respect lay in the

first place in the hands of the donor concerned and of the Committee.

8. The Assistant Administrator responded to questions raised on the rest of the

report. He stated that the administration would attempt, if logistically possible,

to include a total project amount column in the report next year. ¯Regarding

the UNEOTF, he stated that the eligibility criteria had been established in

the Second Committee of the General Assembly before the transfer of funds and that

full consultations had taken place with the Office of the Director General for

Development and International Economic Co-operation. Regarding support~cost

reimbursement, these had also been the subject of discussion at the

General Assembly and other discussions had subsequently taken place between UNDP and

the agencies.

Recommendation of the Committee

[To be issued subsequently]
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Annex

Recommendation of the Committee

Following its consideration of this subject, the Committee recommends that the

Council adopt the following decision:

The Governing Council,

Having considered the report of the Administrator on trust funds established

by him in 1983 (DP/1984/69), as well as the information provided orally by the

Associate Administrator and the Assistant Administrator, Bureau for Finance and

Administration,

Bearin~ in mind the views expressed thereon,

GE.84-63069
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i. Takes note of the:~report of the Administrator (DP/1984/69);

2. ¯ Reque~sts the Administrator to provide the Governing Council each year

with comprehensive and detailed information on the trust funds established by him,

as well as on the individual projects financed from such trust funds.

L i.

~i .: , r. " ~’:’:."~

~. < ....... !,.~ ;,i~::~,/: i_:! ~’~!~’ ~ ....~’i. ........
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Chapter V. FINANCIAL, BUDGETARY AND ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

E. __U_~D___P financial regulations

2. Guidelines for the procurement of equipment, supplies and services

I. For consideration of one of the questions under item 9(e) of the Council’s

agenda, the Committee had. before it a Note by the Administrator (DP/1984/59)

which provided information on the background to this issue.

2. The Assistant Administrator, Bureau for Special Activities (BSA), introduced

the item and provide@ updated information ou the progress achieved since the

preparation of document DP/1984/59. He informed the Committee that the analysis

of informatio u from agencies on their procurement policies and procedures,

provided in:response to a detailed questionnaire sent to them, had proved far

more complex than. ini~ially envisaged. Furthermore , many agency replies to the"

.[

questionnaire had been delayed, also reflegting the complexity of the issue to

all concerned. These delays prevented the Inter-Agency Working Group on



ILcocurement (l_&~ffG), which met in April 1984 in Copenhagen~ from holding 

c.amprehcnsive discussion on the issue of possible unification of procurement

~?~ocedu_res~ Nevertheless~ preliminary discussions held at the meeting resulted

iu a consensus that the unification of procurement procedures was welcome,

desi~2b!e and necessary in the long-term interest of increasing transparency of

0~,~,ited:,~,~.m,q"~"- ~b~ocuremen%.._. systems as a whole~ This recognition was coupled

with achno~,~led~ement [:hat somo differences in rules and practices would continue

¯ ’,:o e:i;~:; evea after g~’eater unii’ication was introduced, in part due to the size....

of procuremeoi;, tech~ic:~,l .~,z~eas of competence and other operational reauirements.

The IA~WG, he "~’e,,.~1" e~~ ~i,. ~i,<~a".;ed a sub~-~..~o:ckin~ group which had as its

objective hhe ---~- ~ ’ " ~ ~,~cJ~:’{c reeom_~lendations on the issue ofiJ]2epar;2~..!_oL! O.L , ~ ........

u#ificztion of p]:ocuremen:; s~fstems to be submitted 9o the next IAPI^fG.

5,: He stressed tha-~ the i~sues of equi%,able geographic di~tribution of

-~ ......... ~ .....~i ~<nd ln~emn27~iona’.< c,~,m[)etitive bidding were discussed at considerable

:=~_:TO %~o.~::king" Group. while stressing %he importance of thelength a% !:he ~,, The

j. ......nc_p].e of J.u%e.~na~icuai competitive bidding, recognized that certain major

donors, and ccrtzin deveiopin 6" countries had the right to expect increased

orcm~remen,: ".n their cou~£;:~_ies- In this connection, there was agreement that

~:.ss~ures ..... a,czivities~s’~u,~..~ ._ ~--,~. um~dertaken .... ~ich would provide better

op[?ortunities for procurement from these coup.tries. He highlighted some of the

............... , nocunue.,~e~ J.~ :,he past in encouraging procurement from these major

donors, su<f ~, cs i~igb manu£ac"uming costs:, znappropr_aue technology, language

p.~ooJ_e~il.,; ±.,~.~.u.,~, ~o,.. o_’?j..elT[;~ti tot!oords 4;_aGl%lonal markets~ and a lack of

exDer.ienoe .... : ’- %he "’~"~’.. . ~ _,,.,n United-~ ..... .~on,_ procurement process°

4, The "-~~-~ :’ ~-’~- ._ ~.~.,cu ..... ~n~ Se~rice Unit "....... ~ ~,g ...... ,~ P .... ’- ..... -’- [.!APSU) was embarking on a

pro~’&mme %0 iu~.%hec s[;~dy c’o.oh i~4sues in su effort to overcome tile difficulties.

/?urthem:,!c:o: ~ the xecen"; mov~*menb~: J.n currency parities had resulted in a marked

advantage :for those ~ .... ~ ......c)un~ ...... in addition~ some of these countries had been
q
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acquiring_ ~ new experience regarding the needs of developing countries, all of

which gave some indication of possible improvement in the balance of procurement.

5. Concerning opportunities for developing countries, the Assistant

A@~ninistrator reported that U~P was reviewing a report prepared by a consultant

whose mission was to explore the problems which United Nations organizations

~ere encountering in their efforts to encourage a greater participation of

suppliers from developing countries in the bidding process. A draft pilot

project, still under consideration, would permit a focus on several developing

countries and, in co-operation with their national export promoting organizations

identify products s~litab]e for procurement by United Nations organizations.

Should this study prove successful, the results would be disseminated to

United Nations agencies for their use.

Summary of tlle_d_isc.us.siou iu the Committee

6. ~embers of the Committee expressed their appreciation for both the written

report as well as the comprehensive oral presentation made by the Assistant

Administrator. }4embers in general expressed their satisfaction in noting that

it appeared that progress was bei’ng achieved in the efforts to unify the

procurement procedures of United Nations agencies, even though, as some

remarked, such action was being taken with considerable delay since the time

when the Governing Council had first requested that action be taken. Several

members emphasized that although in his statement the Assistant Administrator

highlighted the determination of United Nations organizations to provide for mot(

transparencY in their procurement systems, this did not appear evident in the

provision of information and statistical data on procurement, even though these

delegations had repeatedly reouested in the past considerably more information oi

the subject. One member remarked that while his Government understood the

complexity of the issue, which was due largely to the fact that U~DP needed to

get the information from executing agencies, no similar difficulties in obtainin

information were being encountered from other ~Itilateral organizations. He
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7- Several members recognized that developing countries had legitimate

expectations of obtaining inputs which were compatible with technical

requirements at the best possible price and with properly guaranteed servicing.

This could be assured through the process of international competitive bidding.

Several members stated that this principle was not in conflict with the principle

of equitable geographic distribution and that the two principles could be

properly combined to provide the best possible results in procurement for

recipient developing countries. One member, supported by some others, proposed

that in addition to these two principles a third one needed formal recognition

and appreciation: that preferential treatment should be accorded to procurement

from developing countries. However, several other members expressed their

opinion that in this general context the sole principle that had to be maintained

was that of international competitive bidding and they did not consider that this

principle could be merged with that of equitable geographic distribution.

Efforts to combine these two conflicting principles would be to the detriment of

international competitive bidding. In dealing with these issues, most members

remarked with satisfaction that the approach outlined in paragraph 7 of

DP/1984/59 was correct and could help in achieving progress. Theparagraph in

question stipulated that a set of practical measures on procurement could assist

in achieving a more equitable geographic distribution of procurement. The

pazagraph listed several such possible measures. Other members expressed the view

that formal measures to ensure more equitable geographic distribution,

particularly from developi~g countries, would be preferable, but recognized the

difficulties involved in promulgating them and therefore accepted the premise of

the paragraph noted above.

8. The encouragement of procurement from developing countries was further dealt

with by many members. Several emphasized that suppliers in those countries did

not have sufficient knowledge of United Nations organizations’ procurement

systems and were therefore hampered in any efforts they were likely to make.



Furthermore, transparency was not evident :bo suppliers in these countries.

Availability of business opportunities did not reach them on time and therefo.re

they could not participate in the bidding process. Apart from price preferential

treatment advocated by some, other issues needed to be addressed in order to

obtain a far greater volume of procuremeo*t from developing countries. .Some

members remarked that developing countries had rela,tive advantage in certain "

areas and ~hese could be explored for better results. -

9. The importance of disse~mi~atio~ of information on business opportur~ities

was repeatedl~¥ emphasiz&!d by members as an essential tool needed to ensure the:.:

highest possible participation of potential suppliers in bids.~. ~ome thought that

the practice Of short’listing of suppliers, a~though recognizedas a legftim.ate

business practice, could, under Certain conditions prevent many suppliers from

having a fair opportunity an8. this process could be used in am. improper manner

by organizations of the United Nations system.

I0. A ~a~ety of other issues were raised by members. One member, supported by

another, remarked that his delegation requested last year the resilts of the

study on agencies’ procurement practices~ He questioned whether the agencies

had objected to providing this information and enquired whether his delegation

could be assured of receivir~g the results. The same member requested information

on the major donor countries where procurement was rather limited. Another

member noted that the comparisons of contributions versus rates of return to the

donor country in:bUsineSs opportunities, as referred to b.y some, was ~ot ,

helpful, since if carried f’ar could resui~ in the provisio~ of inputs to

developing countries u~{der cor~ditions which were not necessarily the best

obtainable. One member uL~derlined the importance of geographical distribution

vis-~-vis intermationa~ competitive bidding and remarked that a recent study showed

that most of the procurement was given to suppliers from a limited ~.nmber of~

countries, who seemed to always have early information on business opportunities
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~nd lobbyists to represent them. Other members did not consider this to be the

case and stated that sufficient time was given to all potential suppliers to ma]~e

their offers.

R e s. p_ o_ m o _A t_r t.io±

ii. The Assistant Administrator, Bureau for Special Activities, in his response

assured the Committee that note had been taken of the co~.ments and observations

made, which would guide the Administration in its future work on the subject.

ffhile he agreed with those delegates who suggested that clear rules on

procurement would be preferable to a set of practical measures, he remimded the

3ommittee that D~k~P was not in a position to enforce such rules.

12. He reiterated that the information available on age,~cies’ procurement

practices was still being analysed and could not as yet be provided to

interested delegations. He stated that agencies did not object to providing the

relevant information to Governments and that U~DP thought it was possible to make

available to interested Governments analysed information which could be of both

interest and utility. He reiterated that the delay ir~ analysing the returns of

agencies’ responses to the questionnaire om procurement practices was due to

(a) late responses because of the complexity of the issues reviewed, and

(b) tb.e need to compile and analyse information from 28 different sources. 

defended the principle of short-listing, which was necessary as it was mot

practical to invite every potential supplier without making the process too

costly. On the other hand, he recogTzized that procurement officers were not

always familiar with every potential supplier and hence the importance of concrete

efforts to identify sources of supply and to make rosters more comprehensive and

complete, He informed the Committee that some developing countries were teeing

the lead in informing United Nations organizations of what was available in their

countries and expressed the hope that other developing countries would take

similar steps. He ini’oz~ned the Committee that developing countries~ like all
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15, The Assistant Administrator, Bureau for Finance and Administration, referring

to the issue of preferential treatment to be accorded to procurement from

developing countries, mentioned a Governing Council decision adopted at its

twenty-fourth session !l~/ which permitted such preferential treatment provided the

recipient country agreed to bear the higher cost and provided the equipment was

indigenous.

Recommendation of the Committee

14. Following the discussion of this subject, the Budgetary and Finance

Committee recommended that the following decision be adopted by the Council at

its thirty-first session:

The Governiu~ ~0upcil_,

.Havin_~_qqnsi.,dered the note by the Administrator on guidelines for the

procurement of equipment, supplies, and. services (DP/1984/59), as well as the

oral information provided by the Assistant Administrator, BSA,

(a) Notes with appreciation the efforts and actions undertaken by UNDP 

co-operation with agencies, to ensure more equitable geographic distribution of

procurement by means of practical measures, and greater harmonization of

procurement procedures of executing ageucies~

(b) R_e_quests the Administrator to continue his efforts in this respect~

and

(o) F_~_ther requests that the Council be kept informed of significant

developments in this regard.

l~ E/6OlS/ ev.l, para. 525.
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E. UNDP Financial Regalations

2. Guidelines for the procurement of equinm.ent ~ supplie s and services

Rep!ace existing paragraph 14 with the following new paragraph 14.

14. Following the discussion of this subject~ the Budgetary and Finance Committee

recommends that the following decision be adopted by the Council at its

thirty-first session

The Governing Council,

Having: considered the note by the Administrator on guidelines for the

procurement of equipment, suppl.ies~ and services (DP/1984/59), as well as the

information provided orally by the Assistant Administrator,

(a) Note___~s with appreciation the efforts and actions undertaken by UNDP 

co-operation with agencies in order to reach greater harmonization of procurement

procedures of executing’ agencies based on the principles of international

competitive bidding and equitable geographic distribution;
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(b) R_equests the Administrator to continue his efforts in this respect,

inter alia, by means of developing practical measures and by making’ available

to %,he Council for consideration at its %,hirty-second session the analysed

results of the study on agency practices~ and

(c) Further requests that the Council receive a report on developments in

this regard at its next session.

.......... " . ¯ .....

¯ i¸
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0hapter I. MATTERS REFE,RBED TO THE: COMMITTEE BY THE PLENARY

A. Action taken in response to Cenera,y Assembl,y resolution ~7/228

I. For its consideration 0f ’the financial aspects of one of the subjects under

item !0 (b) of the Council:’S agenda~ the Committee had before it for consideration 

repor~ by the Administrator contained in document DP/1984/65, The Associate

Administrator ’introduced the report and referred to an administrative oversight on

the’ par% of UNDP Which,had precluded it from responding promptly to the request by.

%he Secretary-Cefieral to take the lead role in dealing with General Assembly

resolut:i6n ]7/2~28~ Role of qualified national personnel in the social and economic

development of developing countries~ of 20 December 1982. Nevertheless~ following, a~

detailed analysis of the action required under the provisions of the resolution~ it

had been determined thst the scope of activities was. So broad that significant action

could not be undertak@n without ~ additional resources. In this connection~ the !

ASsociate Administrator reported that the Second Committee ofthe General Assembly

GE,.84-62512



.ad not been advised of the financial implications at the time it had adopted the

’esolution. It was now for the Council to decide whether to authorize the expenditure

,f %he estimated $100,000 required to implement resolution 37/228, or to refer the

~tter back to the General Assembly for further consideration and clarification.

Summsr~of the discussion in the Committee

~. Several members of the Committee registered varying degrees of surprise and

zonfusionwith respect to the situation as outlined by the Associate Administrator.

~hey stated that they were not c~ear as to the role of DiADDP. While recognizing that

cesolution 37/228 wo!dd have to be implemented~ they expressed uncertainty as to how

~nd by whom. It was suggested that clarification be sought from the Ceners~ Assembly

itself in t~his respect~ias well as with regard to the actual financial implications

involved.

3. Other members stated that the estimated $I00~000 required to carry out the

relevant activities embodied in resolution 57/228 should be allocated from Special

Programme Resources sinoegreat importance ~:~s attached to the analysis of the

collective experience of co.pities in the area of human resources development and

international co-operation in trainirg qu,~,~i~zed persormel of developing countries.

One member ,stressed the importauce of the development of human resources, especially

in the context of TCDC~ and drew the Admi1%istrator’s attention to this fact. Another

member, moreover, stated that if the required financial resources were not allocated,

the issue should revert to the General Assembly for consideration of the financial

implications.

Re, s_~,onse of the Administration

4. Responding to the discussion, the Associate Administrator emphasized that the

Administrator was under the authority of the Secretary~General and that the task of

implementing the resolution had been assigned to him by the Secretary-General. In the

present instance, however, it was apparent that the Second Committee had not considered

the financial implications attendant upon the implementation of resolution 37/228 and
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) that, possibly, the Second Committee had taken action on what might have been

considered as somewhat less than the best advice. The Associate Administrator also

D referred to the report of the Administrator (DP/1982/9) prepared in response 

General Assembly resolution 35/80 of 5 December 1980 on the same subject as

resolution 57/228. In that report, the Administrator had recommended that the various

United Nations specialized agencies should respond to questions relating to the

training of qualified personnel in the areas of their respective sectoral competences.

5. The Associate Administrator concluded by acknowledging that UNDP had inadvertently

contributed to the delay in implementing resolution 37/228 and that the Programme

would not shirk any responsibility assigned to it by the Council, the General Assembly

or the Secretary-General. His major concern at present was that action be undertaken

in the most efficacious and cost-effective way possible.

Recommendation of the Committee

6. Following its consideration of this question, the Budgetary and Finance Committee

~recommends that the Council adopt the following decision:

The Governing Council,

Having considered the report of the Administrator contained in document DP/1984/6~

concerning General Assembly resolution 37/228,

that the Secretary-G~neral of the United Nations has designated UNDP as

the lead agency for the implementation of resolution 37/228,

Notinp. further that the Administrator is not able to implement the resolution

without financial implications affecting programme volume,

Considering that UNDP is unable to implement the resolution from its available

resources,

ReLquests the Administrator to inform the Secretary-General of the United Nations

Dof its view accordingly.
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Chapter III. OT}IER FUNDS A~]: PROGRA}@fES

UNSO; alternative wa~s and means of financing!
the ~{S(~UNDP/U~Pjoint venture be~ond;.th~

1984-1985 biennium

I. For its consideration of item 8 (f)(iii) of the Council’s a.genda, the Committee

had before it document DP/1984/51 and corrigenda I and 2 deaiing with alt~erna%ive ways

and means for financing the {~SOL~P/UICEP joint venture beyond the 1984-1985 biennium.

2. Tie Director of UNSO, in introducing the subject, briefly outlined the circumstanc

which led to the establishment of the UNDP/UNEP joint venture in 1978 following

General Assembly resolution 32/170 and Governing Council decision 25/10. ’H6;stated

that the number of countries served by UNSO under its desertification control mandate

had risen from i5 to 21, with 2 countries, Ghana and Togo~ having been added tothe

ii:st bY decision 12/10 of the UNEP Governing Council held in ~y of thisyear. During

the preparation of"the report now before the Committee, va.riousp0ssibilitiesfor

financing the joint Venture beyond the present bienniumhad been examined by the

. . .i .<: .;U~. :. ~. .~ . ... ! .

GE.84-62558 .
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~dministrator, in close consultation with the Executive Director of DI~P. For the

~easons elaborated in the document it was concluded that none of the options, apart

~rom the one applied CUrrently, represented a viable means of supporting the joint

renture. The Ldministrator was therefore recommending to the Council that the current

3ystem of fin~uncing the joint venture should continue to apply. This called for the

?rogramme support budget to be funded from the regional IPFs for the African and the

~rab States regions on a pro-rata basis. The Administrator indicated that, accordingly~

~6 per cent of UNDP’s share would be financed from the regional IPF for Africa while the

~alance of 14 per cent would be financed from the regiona& IPF for the Arab StateS.

.~his ratio was based on the number of countries served by UNSO that were covered by the

:egional bureaux for Africa and the Arab States. As regards the institutional support

~udget, it was proposed that this contimze to be funded from theadministrative budget

)n the basis that the elements comprising the institutional support budget were similar

~o those of U~P’s own administrative budget. The Director of UNSO drew the Committee’s

~ttention to the fact that~ as a result of financial constraints experienced by UNEP
, ’ . ,: ............. ..............

~rom 1982 on, cards, three approved po~sts: on UNSO’s manning table had had to be reduced.

le further informed the Committee that while UNSO was thus far nmnaging to operate¯ under

~his limitation by the redistribution of responsibilities among its existing staff,

Lt was obvious that this situation , Particularly in view of the dimensions of the

oroblems of desertificationin Africa and the addition of Ghana and Togo to..UNSO’s

nandate, could not be maints~ned on a long-term basis~ and that additional resources

~ere required.

5. The Director of IINSO stated that the Administrator had recently been informed by the¯. :, : -

~xecutive Director of UNEP that as a result of UNEP’s financial constraints~ the level of

resources likely to be made available to the joint venture for 1986-19$7 would be equal

~r similar to that Provided for 1984-1985. This would constitute a net reduction in

real terms. In this connection~ the Director informed the Committee that the :

kdministrator had t~en note of Dq~P’s intention and had informed the Executive Director

~f U~P’s intention to provide a sizdlar amount for 1986-1987, subject to the Cou~Cit’s
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4. In conelusion~ the Director of D%TSO expressed the hope that~ taking into account ’

the need to increase efforts in combatting desertification which continues to intensify

Iin Africa~ additional resources would be made available to the joint venture of UNEP

and U~DP and that it would be possible for the Committee to endorse the recommendations

of the Administrator contained .in, the ¯report.

¯ ’ S~unmar~ 0f~the discussion in the Co~m/~tee

5. ~.~embers expressed their ~ppreciation to the Director for his introduction of the

report and for highlightin~ the problems of desertification and drought in Africa°

Several members emphasized the continuing and increasingly critical situation

experienced by the countries of Africa in their efforts in combatting desertification.

One member noted that U~’TSO was the only institutional mechansim existing in the

United I~ations system for comb~,~zno desert%float%oh and drought in Africa~ and %hat~ i

view 0f ~he deteriorating situation~ the Economic and Social Council had decided to

highli,Th% the problem this year. Several members expressed support for the efforts of

UNSO and recommended that additional resources be made available to the joint venture.

Several members supported and recommended approval of the conclusions of the report.

A few members expressed concern for the financial Viability of the joint venture in

view of the I absence of any information’ regardir~T the future plans of UNEP, One member

unde:rScored the importance of tech~-[ica! assistance to the region and stated that as the

report before the Committee did not: demonstrate any other viable possibility~ the

present system of financing should continue. Several members stated that ~fhile their

Governments continued to support the countries in the Sudano-Sahelian region~ they :

were obliged to pose a few :questions to the Administrator. In particular~ why were

the progra~ne and institutional support budgets of the joint venture practically at

the same ~evel? ~at was meant by programme support and the statement in paragraph 12

l& of document DP/1984/51?. As UNEP’s share of the joint venture was financed from the
F

Fund for the Environment~ ~hich is ’a voluntary fund~ while UNDP’s contribution was

from l~Fs~ did that that the might a~i~nCe d regional mean Committee find itself in
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imilar~,posit£on as las~ year when UNDP had to finance a deficit in the joint venture?,

~at~ would be the effect of a decrease in IH’~P’ s contribution? \,Rat had happened -since

ast year when the Council a~ithorized an over-expenditure in the re~ionsl IPFs for

~frica for financing U}~P’s share of th~ programme support budget? ....

Response of the Administration

~. In responding to the questions raised~ the Director of UI{SO stated tha%~ as was

.~eflected in paragraph 109 of the 1985 report of -~he Budgetary and Finance Committee .

’,DP/1983/7:5)~ the level of the instit~itional support budget was carefully reviewed and

.~efleoted the costs associated in administering the entirety of ’UNSOis desertification

~ontrol mandate. The institutional support budget of the joint venture Was’used fof ....

Financing~ in part~ the administrative costs of UNSO’s headquarters staff and the entire

~osts of the UNSO re~ional office in Ouagadougou~ which was responsible for covering

Ill the 21 countries in the Sudano-SaAe!ian region. The amounts Shown in the report

~ow before the Conmnit%ee for the institutional support budget ~ therefore ~ reflected

~he decision of the Governing Council. As regards the progra~le support budge%~ the

resources made available under this heading were used mainly for financing missions for

project identification~ formulation and development in the Sudano-Ss/~elian region

~nd ~,rere basically "seed" money essential for generating additional funding required

for combaliin@ desertification. With respect to future levels of financing of UNEP’s

~hare of %he joint venture~ the Director of UNSO informed members that at the recently

~oncluded session of D%~P’s Governing Council~ there had been widespread support "

~zpressed for UNSO’s efforts at combatting desertification in the region. In light

~f this and the addition of Ghana and Togo to UNSO’s mandate~ the Director of UNSO

.~ad discussions with the U}FEP Executive Director regarding the possibility of

~oddi~ional resources being made available to the joint venture. ~’~ile no formal ~.

ffecision had yet been made~ the DirectOr of DI~S0 expressed his. Confidence that’ UNEP

9
~ould increase its contribution to the joint venture. %’gith respect %0 the past ~ defic~itS

which, several members had referred to~ the Director assured the Committee that %he’ma%t6r~

had been satisfactorily resolved and that the shares of L~_~P and U}[EP were now in balance.
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7. The Assistant Administrator, Bureau for Finance and Administration, responded to

the question of the over-expenditure in the Africa region IPF used for financing U~P’s

share of the programme support budget and e~plained that this was the result of

borrowing in the second Cycle from the third cycle. He stated that a report ......

(DP/1984/20) was before the ~ Council requesting i$ to give the AdministratOr the

au%hority %o borro{v from the fourth cycle on the ~mderstanding that this borrowing was

well within the amount expected to be allocated for the fourth cycle. The problem

would therefore be resolved in the fourth cycle. Responding to the question of the

impact of U~’EP’s reducing its share of support to the joint venture, the Assistant

Administrator stated that since the Governing Council had decided that UNDP’s share of

the joint venture should be e~actly equal to that of U~TEP, this would mean a

corresponding reduction of UNDP,s contribution to the joint venture, lie further

stated that, while it was cumbersome to have resources of the joint venture dependent

on autonomous decisions of two separate governing bodies~ this was the reality that

UNSO faced and was left with little choice in the matter. On the question of why

UNDP’s contribution %o the institutional support budget was funded from the

administrative budget~ the Assistant Administrator said that this had historically

been the case and the administration saw no reason to question the use of t~is source

for such funding. Responding to the question r~ised by one member, the Assistant

Administrator e~plained ~hat the Director of ~S0 reported directly to the Administratc

and UNS0 was thus considered part of the Office of the Administrator.

Recommendation of the Committee

8. Following ¯ its discussion, the Budgetary and Finance Conm~ittee recommends that the

following decision be adopted by the Governing Council at its thirty-first session:

The Governing Council~

Recallin~ its decisions 80/45. 81/4~ 82/26, S2/2$ and 85/25 concerning the

implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification in the Sudano-Sahelian

Region,
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Conscious of the: need for the speedy implementation in the Sud~no-Sahelian region

)f the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification~ particularly in view of the current

~ituation affecting these countries,

Recognizing the crucial role of the United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office in

[mplementing the Plan of Action in the Sudano-Sshelian region~

Further recognizing the need to channel assistance to the Sudano-Sahelian countries

)n am increasing and assured basis to enable them to e_L±ectl ely combat desertification~

Having considered the report of the Administrator (DP/19G<~/51 and corrigenda 

and 2 ) on the alternative ways and means of financing the UN$0-U~{DP/U}~P joint venture

0eyond the 1984-1985 biennium,

(a) Notes with satisifaction the provisions that have been nm~de by the

~dmiuistrator of U~,~P to ensure that the costs of U~P’ s participation in the

CNS0-UNDP/tt[~P joint venture for 1984-1985 are fully secraoed despite the tight resourse

situation of the regional IPF}

(b) Notesthat the Administrator of U~P~ in consultation with the Executive

Director of U~EP~ has examined in detail the alternative sources of financing the

UNSO-UNDP/UITEP joi~.t venture beyond the 1984-1985 biennium~

(c) En_dorses the Administrator’s recommendation that,, pending the identification

and availability of alternative sources of funding’, the t~’!S0-bT~FDP/UNEP joint venture

continue to be funded from the regional indicative planr~ngfigm_res for Africa and for

the Arab States~ and from the administrative budget of U}$P~ and

(d) Requests the Administrator of %~DP to continue to co-operate with the

Executive Director of U~FEP and to ensure that additional resources are made available

in the future under the UNS0-U~FDP/U~U~P joint venture~ to the countries of the

Sudano-Sahelian region in their efforts to combat desertification.
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B. pro{tess report on the TCDC_I_nfo_rmatiqn_R_e.fep_ral__Syst_@m (_~IIESS)

I. For its consideration of one of the questions under item 8 (d) of the

Council’s agenda, the Committee had before it a progress report of the

A~inistrator on the TCDC Info=~tion ~eferral System (IMPS) (~P/19S4/4S). 

his introductory statement, the Associate Administrator pointed out that while _

the system had been slow in starting up due to the complex nature of the task of

data-gathering, recent progress had been more significant. He further referred to

the second issue dealt with in the progress report: the re-orientation of INRES

to the requirements of the Multi-Sectoral Information Network (MSIN) envisaged 

the TCDC meeting held in Tunis in October 1982. In this connection, the

Associate Administrator stated that the Group of 77 was currently engaged in

planing and pre-feasibility considerations of MSIN and that UNDP was not yet

involved. In the meantime, UNDP had reviewed the scope and coverage of a number

of other information networks, many also supported by I~TDP, and had found some
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overlap in the coverage of these systems. The Administrator had therefore

directed the CentralEvaluation Office to undertake an evaluation of all global

and regional information systems supported by UNDP.

S̄~ .m~ma~_y_ o f__the .discuss ion in .t.h_e~. C__9_ .mmi_t tee

2. In the following discussion, several members commended UNDP for the

frankness of the report. It was pointed out that overlap in project coverage was

not ui~nown in other organizations but it was more unusual that anything was done

about it. UNDP was particularly commended for its efforts to try to eliminate

these overlaps.

Recommendation of the Committee

3. The Committee recommends that the following decision be adopted by the

Council :

Gov3znAn. 

Takes note with appreciation of the report of the Administrator (DP/1984/48)

on the progress of the TCDC Information Referral System (INRES).
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Addendum "

Chapte~r V. FINANCIAL~ BIrDCETARY: AND ADMINISTRATIVE ¯
¥~TTERS (continued)

C. Extrabudgeta17/ resources

t. For its consideration of agenda item 9 (c)~ the Committee had before it a report

of the Administrator contained in document DP/1984/55. The Assistant Adminis%rator~

Bureau for Finance and Administration, introduced the subject by referring to the

origins of the document under discussion.

2. At the thirtieth session of the Governing Council~ a rather long exchange had

taken place in the Budgetary and Finance Committee~ in particular with one delegate~

on the definition and nature of extrabudgetary resoumces. As a result of that

exchange, decision 83/31 had requested the Administrator to review the definition9

origin and use of administrative expenditures presently labelled as extrabudgetary

resources with a view to determining how much resources should be presented in the

budget for the biennium 1986-1987. The document before the Committee had attempted

to be responsive to the spirit of last year’s discussion and decision by presenting

~s -,,~r~ n{’ +m~ conc~ot of ~xtrabudm~tarv resources.
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3. The Assistant Administrator noted that the Adviso_~j Committee on Administrative

and Budgetary Questions regarded the paper as information for the Council; since it

did not contain any new information 9 ACABQ did not consider it necessary to comment

on it.

4. The Assistant Administrator then briefly described the contents of the

document: the opening pages related the origin of the concept of extrabudgetary

resources to the development of a multiplicity of funds and programmes under the

authority of the Administrator. The concepts of core and non-core resources and

those of budgetary and extrabudgetary resources were explained~ as well as how

these concepts enabled the Administrator to maintain his accountability for the

distinct and identifiable funds and programmes entrusted to him. The paper then

described the four basic categories of support services that related to

extrabudgetary resources. The third chapter of the paper moved on to describe in

detail the historical development of the four basic categories of U~P

extrabudgetary resources. The paper concluded by describing the use and control of

these resources. .Regarding the use of these funds, annexes 1 - 4 to the document

gave a detailed account of the uses for which extrabudgetary resources were

required. With respect to the control of extrabudgetary resources, the same

administrative procedures and stringent criteria were applied as those relating to

the establishment of budgetary resources. Full justification based on estimated

workload was required before any extrabudgetary resources were established. In

addition to this, the authorization to use the resources was conditional on the

extrabudgetary income having been made available.

5- Regarding the presentation of the budget for the 1986-1987 biennium, the

Administrator was proposing one technical change which was described in

paragraph 38 of the document. Otherwise, the Administrator~ bearing in mind the

comments that ACABQ had made last year~ proposed to present the same format as

for the 1984-1985 bie~m_ium.



Summary of the discussion in the Committee

Many members expressed appreciation for the report and for the

Assistant Administrator’s oral presentation, Members commented that the paper had

been useful in explaining the concept of extrabudgetary resources.

7] One member~ supported by others, considered the term extrabudgetary to be an

anomaly in the context of UNDP where there was no assessed budget and all resources

came from voluntary contributions. In this sense these members considered that there

was a clear distinction to be made between procedures in the United Nations and U~P.

~hismember went on to state that her delegation did not like the development of the

eoncept of extrabudgetary resources in UNDP. She considered that the budget should

show the relations between core and non-core either by budgeting on a gross basis~

that is~ charging the full expenditure amount to the core a~d then budgeting

the reimbursement as an expenditure item for the non-core activity and as an income

item for UNDP, or the budget could be on a net basis such that expenditures were

distributed to the proper activities from the beginning. The member felt that a

comparison between bienniums of the ratio between administrative man-months and

man-mon:~hs in the field would give a clear impression of the direction in which UNDP

was headed. She stated~ with respect to paragraph 12 of the document~ that her

delegation saw a major problem as administrative budgets should not be rednced by

shifting expenditures to the progra~r~e budget. The member concluded by stating that

it was her preference to abolish totally the term "extrabudgetary".

8. Several other members expressed satisfaction with the presentation of

extrabudgetary resources in the document and supported the Administrator’s proposal t

continue to provide the same format in the presentation of the 1986-1987 budget as

for the 1984-1985 budget. One member~ supported by others~ considered that the paper

explained that the rationale for the concept of extrabudgetary resources of UNDP lay

in the proliferatio~ of separate funds which the Administrator was responsible for

administering. He stated that the core programme must be differentiated fro~ these
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funds and that the Administrator must be held accountable for the costs incurred by

each fund. One delegate stated that the definition or labelling of the resources in

question was not the important factor and that the use of the concept of

extrabudgetary resources in U~P was based on an analo@ous conception in the

United Nations. Several members expressed a desire for a clearer control mechanism on

how these resources were used.

Response of the Administration

9- The Assistant Administrator reiterated the underlying rationale for the concept

of extrabudgetary resources presented in the document. He stated that the concept was

intended in part to show where costs originated and that it was the corollary of

proper cost accounting. He stated that he could envisage possibly calling these

resources "special resources" rather than "extrabudgetary resources" but reminded

the Committee that last yearls budget presentation had been commended by ACABQ

and that he would feel it highly desirable to consult with ACABQ before making such a

change. Regarding the control of these resources 9 the Assistant Administrator pointed

out that it was impossible for the Administrator to predict all requests for the

provision of services. For example, cost-sharing or agency activities could be

undertaken 9 placing an administrative burden on the field office, for which UNDP would

have to seek reimbursement for the additional work load involved. It would not be

possible for the Administration to consult with the Governing Council each time prior to

providing such services.
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Annex

Recommendation of the Committee

Following its consideration of this subjeet~ the Committee recommends that the

Council adopt the following decision:

The Governing Council

I. T~kes note with appreciation of the report of the Admi~str~tor on the

concept of extrabudget~ry resources contained in DP/1984/55~ and

2. Requests the Adn~nistrator to provide to the Governing Council at its

thirty-second session a concise and comprehensive report on the structure, financing

and interrelation of all funds administered by the Administrator.

)

D
GE.84-62994
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FINANCIAL~ BUDGETARY AND ADMINISTRATIVE
MATTERS (continued)

Ho Sectoral support

lo For consideration of item 9(h) of the Cbu~cil~s agenda, the Committee had

before it a report of the Administrator contained in document DP/1984/64. ": ....

2o The Assistant Administrator, Bureau for Programme Policy and EvaluatiOn,

introduced the rep0rt and stated that the Governing Council at each of its sessions

for the past nine years had reviewed and debatedthe issues concerning sectoral

support. Thisreflected the importance the Council attached to this programme and

the difficulties offinding ’solutions toits various financial and administrative ’ ’I

problems Last year in decision 8}/~9~ the Council had decided to review the ’ ""

entire question of sectoral support including its history, rationale and’needs as

: . . ., , .

well as proposals forthe future financing of t}le SiDFA programme bearing in mind th~

future status of UNIDOo To assist in this reviewthe Administrator had prepared a

report, DP/1984/64, in consultation with UNIDO as concerns the SIDFA programme and wJ

the other agencies regarding sectoral support for the smaller agencies.
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3- The Assistant Administrator further stated that the report reviewed the

history and rationale of sectoral support in paragraphs 1~5 and documented the

present status of’ the SIDFA programme in paragraphs 6 and 7. It assessed both

the seotoral support to the smaller agencies (paragraphs 12-16) as well as the

SIDFA programme (paragraphs 17-24). The report concluded that the SIDFA programme

continued to serve a vital function and enjoyed broad support in the developing

countries. However, its financial conditions remained uncertain.

4. He further stated that the General Assembly at its thlrty~seventh session

had agreed to provide resources in order to maintain the current level of staffing

taking into account UNDP financing as well as voluntary contributions to UNIDO.

This provided financing for only 9 posts which, together with 19 posts financed

from UNDP resources and 2 from voluntary contributions to UNIDO, brought the total

for 1984 to 30 posts~ Unless additional amounts were obtained through the

General Assembly and in response to thea~peal to developed countries for

contributions to UNIDO~s voluntary programme, further reductions would have to be

contemplated in 1985 since UNDP~s contribution was for a fixed dollar amount which

may cover only the financing of 15 posts in 1985.

5’ TheAssistant Administrator indicatedthat extensive consultations between

UNDP and UNIDO had taken place to arrive at an equitable distribution of the

remaining SIDFA posts and to ensure maximum coverage with limitedresources.

This had been accomplished by taking into account the relative size of the

industrial sector in the countries covered by SIDFAs; the level of~development of
r ,

these countries; their classification as LDCs~ the range of country coverage;

the expressed.interest of the host Governments including direct and indirect

support towards local cost of SIDFAso
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6. The Assistant Administrator referred to decision 83/39 whereby the

Governing Council had authorized an allocation of $4,O61,OOO for the 1984-1985~

biennium. He pointed out that the status of UNIDO as a specialized agency was

still under consideration. Even if UNIDO were to achieve this status in 1985,

not enough time would be available to change present financing arrangements

before the end of the present cycle in 1986. Therefore, the Administrator

proposed that an allocation of $2.03 million be made to the SIDFA programme in

1986 in order to guarantee a maximum level of SIDFA services to the developing~’

countries within available resources.

7. He said that~the Administrator’s report dealtwith sectoral sUpport to’the

smaller agencies also. Table i on page 3 of the’report provides the Council with

an overview of how the Administrator has distributed the resources since 1979.

The report assessed in paragraphs 8~16 the results of this relative small

allocationWhich for 1984 and 1985 amounted to $912,OOO per annum.

8. The Assistant Administrator referred to paragraph 15 of the report which

pointed out that it might be desirable to use short~term consultant missions

instead of resident advisers for providing sectoral services. Several agencies

used such a more flexible approach while others preferred more permanent arrangemen

Sectoral support to the smaller executing agencies was providing one of the few

resources available to them to respond to government requests for seetoral advice:

Consequently, the Administrator proposed that assistance for sectoral support of

the smaller agencies be extended and that an allocation of $912,OOO for 1986 be mad

available for this purpose.

Summary of the discussions in the Committee

9. In the subsequent discussion, many delegates commended the Administrator’s

report and expressed appreciation for his analysis of the issues. The sectoral

support programme was considered as most helpful to developing countries by

several delegates. They urged continued support of the ~ SIDFA programme as well as
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other sectoral,suppQrt~.- They.also supported maintenance of the-,SIDFA :~

programme, at the curr~ntlev¢l, ,It:was pointed,.out-,,by,,some delegates-.that~.,

SIDFAs had.proVed useful, in the identification and formulationof industry~ ~ .....

projectS.~ ~Such a service was,particularl¥~important~in the context.,of..th~. .,. .

African:industr~alizationdecade programme. ~ ~ ~ , ~,~ ~

iO. Severai~delegates agreedi~that~the flexible approach described in ~. ~ ~

paragraph,:~5of DPi1984f64should be adopted. Residentadvisers including ~

SIDFAsshould be appointed~,only when~short-term missionswere considered~

inadequate. At any rate, UNDP resident representatives and field offices ~ ~ ~.~

should be~fullyinformed of~planned missions and should be involved in.the i

subsequent~discussions.. Somedelegates pointed out that a single resident ~

adviser could not~possibly cover many specialized fields. For this reason also ....

the short-termconsultant mechanismseemed to be preferable. ¯ .... ~ ¯ .~

ii. On the financing of SIDFA programme, some delegates commented that it~ ~

appea~ed,that the responsibility of financingwas being passed from one,legislative

body te~ane~her, e,g., from the General Assembly tothe Governing Council and .f~om

the ~ovenning Council back to the General Assembly. One delegate expressed

su~:is~ that national~IPFswere not being used to finance SIDFAswho, according

to mostdeweloping countries, were considered very useful. .....

12. ~De~egates welcomed the information that two of the recipient countries had

agreed te contribute to SIDFA~c~sts. ~ It was suggested that more countries~sheu!d

~oll~w~his ¯ example, It was indicated by some del~gates that the lack of

willingness ~o share SIDFA costs reflected little interest in the SIDFA programme

by the recipient countries. . Onthe other:hand, ~, some delegates expressed the view

that shar~ng:~of SIDFA costs did not indicate lack of interest in view of~the harsh

resource constraints currently being experiencedbymanycountries. Some

delegates expressed ~heir concernthat bhe SIDFA programme wasbeing, reduced i~in~

view of~NDP~s financial constraints .... ~Nevertheless,~aconsensus~emerged~tha~ ~he

SIDFA programme should be maintained at the current level through 1986.
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13. Several delegates expressed their apprehension that the experience with

tne function of the Senior Agricultural Adviserswhich were eventually expanded

into FAOfield offices may be repeated in the case of SIDFAs once UNIDO became

a specialized agency. Some delegates requested that a table on the SIDFAs covering

their duty stations, countries of their assignment, etc. should be made available

to the Council for information. In view of the reduction in the SIDFA programme,

some delegates expressed the view that priority should be given to the assignment

of SIDFAs in LDCs. One delegate stated further that African countries should be

given priority consideration as well. Delegates also indicated that they would

like to be fully informed of developments concerning SIDFA programme financing.

14. One delegate suggested that the SIDFA programme should be evaluated prior

to adopting one course or the other. This view was endorsed by several other

delegates. It was also agreed generally that the matter should be further

reviewed when UNIDO became a specialized agency.

15. One delegate pointed out that ti~e sectoral support programme was considered

particularly important because of its linkage with the preparation of round-table

conferences.

16. Consensus emerged that the recommendations and conclusions of the

Administrator in DPI1984/64 were acceptable and that further financing for

SIDFAs andfor other sectoral support should be approved.

17. At the invitation of the President, the UNIDO representative made a statement.

He recalled the exhaustive study on the SIDFA programme carried out in 1980. He

indicated that various ways and means had been examined by UNIDO regarding

continued financing of the SIDFA programme such as funds provided by UNDP, by the

regular budget UNiD0 and by voluntary funds° He reiterated the usefulness of

SIDFAs and said that the current financing situation was not satisfactory. The

future of SIDFA financing will be reviewed when UNIDO became a specialized agency.¯

He described the main roles which SIDFAs play: co-ordinators with regard to
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~dustrial programmes; technical advisors to Governmentsl and representatives

UNIDO. In the latter role, UNIDO was able to conserve resources by avoiding

le need to send representatives from headquarters.

Response of the Administration

~. The Assistant Administrator, Bureau for Programme Policy and Evaluation, in

.s response stated that the discussion in the Committee had indicated keen

iterest on the part of delegations with respect to sectoral support. As regards

~velopments analogous to the Senior Agricultural Advisors becoming FAO

~presentatives, he said that this was not only relevant to sectoral support but

.so a question of the structure of the United Nations system for which

itergovernmental bodies bore responsibility.

P. He pointed out that the arrangements proposed in DP/1984/64 have been

scussed fully with the agencies concerned and that the reductions were being

~oposed after careful consideration of the matter. He stressed that the UNDP

eld offices ~ involvement in the use of sectoral support funds should be assured

~d that the agencies should remain in close touch with the respective UNDP

~gional bureaux and the field offices. He stated that the arrangements regarding

DFA postings had to be carefully reviewed in view of the general criteria for

DFA posts and the duration of individual contracts. He indicated that there were

SIDFAs in post and that two posts would be phased out by the end of this year

order to reach the agreed target of 30 posts. If resources could be mobilized

time, the matter could be reviewed further° He further stressed the point that

e UNDP allocation for the SIDFA programme would be a fixed dollar amount and that

e actual number of SIDFAs to be financed would depend on the evolution of

erage costs.

The Assistant Administrator recalled that the recent meeting of UNIDO~s

dustrial Development Board had not taken any decision on the future SIDFA

stem and had referred the matter to the Programme Committee. He said that it
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would be necessary to synchronize the views expres:sed in the General Assembly,

the Governing Council and other such bodies by the delegations of the different

countries

21. He recalled that some delegations had suggested regionalization of the SIDFA

programme. He pointed out that SIDFA is, in fact, a mini~regional programme

because most of the sIDFAs~Covered several countries. For example , the SIDFA

in Fiji covered io different countries. He stated that the list of SIDFAs would

be distributed to the Council as soon as it had been ~ade available by UNIDO. ....

22. He recognized that the sectoral analysis~and the role of SIDFAs and sectoral

advisors could be of assistance in the preparation of round-table meetings. ~As ~

regards the review of SIDFS programmes, he pointed out that~

paragraph 17 of DP/1984/64 contained the basic criteria for determining the

SIDFA systems. He also recalled that a major study on these issues had been

undertaken in 1980. Never%heless~ if d elegateS~felt that more data were required,

UNDP would contact UNIDO and explorewhether such a study could be undertaken in

the coming years. He also pointed out that the Council would have to review the

SIDFAs allocations as part of the review of the fourth-cycle programme and related

issues ........

Further discussion in the Committee

25. The Chairman of the Committee~expressed appreciation for the reply of the

Assistant Administrator and inVited the Committee to comment further on the

remaining issues. Some delegates reiterated their views with regard to the

review of sectoral support and one delegate particularly r~pe~ted his request

for an evaluation of the SIDFA programme. Another delegate made a further ~

intervention and pointed out that the issues of financing sectoral support and of

evaluation should not be lumped together. It was important that adequate

consultations took place between UNDP and UNIDO and that further consultations

should continue between UNDP, sectoral advisors and national aid co-ordinators

to determine relevant needs. As regards the financing of the SIDFA programme,
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the delegate expressed the view that tl~is was an internal matter of U~,~DP and

UNIDO. On the other hand, as soon,as UNIDO became a specialized a~ency ~ this

matter would have to be handled by UNIDO possibly in a similar ~mnner as FAO

had dealt with the Senior Agricultural Advisors. He emphasized that the needs

of the LDCs must be recognized.

Further response of the Administration

24. The Assistant Administrator in his response indica%ed that he,did not

..!! ¯

~onsider

the treatment of the SIDFA programme and of sectoral support in one document as

unusual since the two issues were basically the same. The SIDFA programme w~s

discussed in more detail because of its size. As regards the sectoral support

allocation, he stated that the allocations to the larger agencies had been¯

phased out and~that funds were now requested only for smaller agencies which

could not¯undertake these functions because of lack of funds.

25. The Assistant Administrator indicated that a thematic evaluation of sectoral

support could be undertaken. However, the Central Evaluation Office had only a

very limitedoapacity at present and he hoped that the Committee would takethis into

account in its deliberations.

Recommendation of the Comz!ittee

26. In his summ~%tion, the Chairman said that consensus appeared to exist in

favour of recommendations and conclusions of the Administrator in DP/1984/64.

He said that the matter of future financing arrangements should be looked into

and that a further report be PrePared on the matter next year. He also referred

to the views expressed during the discussion c0~cerning the linkage between

sectoral support and the preparation of round,table conferences. He indicated

that a decision will be drafted with the assi~tance of the Secretariat and the

delegations.

27. Following consultations , the Budgetary and Finance Committee recommends

that the Council adopt the foliowing decision:
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The Governing Council,

Recalling its decisions 80/32 of 27 June 1980, 81/39 of 30 June 1981,

82/38 of 18 June 1982 and 83/39 of 24 June 1983~

Recallin_~ General Assembly resolution 38/192 of 20 December 1983 which

decided that adequate resources should be provided from the United Nations

regular budget for the United Nations Industrial Development Organization in

1984 to maintain total staffing of the Senior Industrial Development Field

Advisors (SIDFA) programme at the existing levei of already appointed Advisors,

in addition to the utilization in full of the allocation by UNDP, as well as

voluntary funding through the United Nations Industrial Development Organization;

(a) Takes note of the report of the Administrator on sectoral support

(DP/1984/64) and of the views and comn~nts thereon~

(b) ~ an allocation of $2,943,000, subject to resource availability,

to be used in 1986, as follows:

(i) $912,OOO to be used at the discretion of the Administrator for

the smaller agencies~

(il) $2,O31~OOO and any savings arising from previous years to cover the

net costs to the United Nations Development Programme for the

services of Senior Industrial Field Advisors.

(c) Authorizes the Administrator’ to finance the maximum number of

such advisors within available resources, while continuing consultations

jointly with the Executive Director of UNIDO with recipient countries in order

to achieve a sharing of the cost of these services in accordance with

Governing Council decisions 8i/39 and 82/38~

(d) ~ to developed countries to provide voluntary contributions

to increase the number of SIDFA posts;

(e) Reaffirms that priority shall be given in the provision of the

services of a Senior Development Field Advisor, to those countries which

have shared in the financing of the total net cost of those services,
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(f) Requests the Administrator to report to the thirty~second session

of the Governing Council on the current and~future development of sectoral support,

taking into account inter alia the linkage between sectoral support and sectoral

analysis and further requests that the Administrator consult with the respective

Executive Heads of Agencies to ensure that sectoral advisors or S~DFAs are

associated with the preparation of the round-table meetings for the least

developed countries~

(g) Invi~tes the attention of the Economic and Social Council and the

General Assembly, at their forthcoming regular sessions~ to the urgent need for

the united Nations Industrial Development Organization to bear an increased share

of the cost of the senior industrial development field advisor programme.
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G. Audit reports

i. For its consideration of agenda item 9 (g), the Committee had before it 

note by the Administrator contained in DP/1984/63 and Add.l. The addendum

contained the audited accounts of the participating and executing agehcies as st

31 December 1982 relating tO the funds allocated to them by U~@P. Document

DP/1984/63 provlded the Administrator’s co~nents on issues reised in the audit

reports and s description of%he follow-up action taken in respect of

observations made by the auditors. It also included a report on the steps

taken by U}~P in response to Governing Council decision 83/38.

2. The Director of Finence introduced th~ subject and recalled that

decision 83/38 had requested the Administrator to convey to thb Panel of External

Auditors and to the administrations of the executing agencies concerned the view

of the Governing Council thst improvements in the style of reporting, and sn

increased emphasis in audit reports on the audit" of the effectiveness of financial
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management, should be introduced as promptly as possible. He indicated that the

Council’s views had been brought to the attention of the Panel of External Auditors

and also to the attention of CCAQ (FB) at their respective meetings 

September }983. I He pointed out that any results from these consultstions could

only affect the audit of the agencies’ accounts for the year 1985 st the esrliest

and that these accounts and the related audit reports would not be submitted to the

Council until 1985.

3. The Director drew attention to a proposal, s£milsr to that made in 1985 by

the auditors of the World Bs~{, which had been received from the Asian Development

Bank (AsDB) concernin~ narrative audit. After careful review~ the Administrator

believed this proposal represented good "value for money" and recommended that the

Council authorize him to reimburse the AsDB for the additional cost involved.

4. Regarding the specific observations contained in the auditors T reports for

1982, the Director of Finance ststed that ITU had refunded to UhDP the total amount

of interest received ss requested by~ Uh~P and described in paragraphs 18-28 of

DP/1984/63. With respect to miscellaneous expenses and exchange adjustments

referred to in paragraph 292 he reported that the matter was still under review

by UNDP and ITU. Regarding the purchase of equipment by }~O referred to in

paras. 32 and 53, further information received from WTO confirmed that the

equipment concerned did fulfil the purposes for which it wss acquired.

Stummer~ of the discussion in the Co~mittee

5. Many members stressed the value they attached to long-form audit reports that

included observations on substantive matters. A considersb!e number of members

expressed disappointment at the response of the agencies to the concern of the

Council in this regard. One member expressed the opinion that CCAQ’s report on

this matter, summarized in paragraphs 20 and 21 of DP/1984/63~ was not conclusive

and he requested that UhgP increase its efforts to request agencies to be

responsive to the Council’s concerns. He considered that this matter had
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important implications for the over-all relationship between UNDP and the agencies.

Another member stated that the Fund that provided the resources should have some sa~

on the form of audit which was to be carried out. A number of delegations

questioned whether External Auditors were solely responsible for determining the

scope and content of audit reports and suggested that the appropriate legislative

governmental bodies also bore responsibility in this regard. One memberstated

that the importance attached by the Council to the long-form audit report should

again be emphasized in any decision recommended for adoption by the Council. A

number of delegates requested, further clarifications and explanations from the

agencies On the matter°

6. One delegate stated that the practice of UNDP’s making observations on the

audit reports had proved its usefulness and suggested that this practice should be

continued, l@ny members endorsed the Administrator’s recommendation regarding

the implementation of the proposals for the external auditors of AsDB and

considered the proposed fee to be reasonable.

7o Re~srding the delays encountered in the implementation of a m~ber of UNESCO

projects, several delegates stressed the importance of proper project formulation

and of app~opriate consultations to ensure~ in particular, that the inputs

expected from recipient gover~ments were reasonable. A number of members

expressed concern at the exceptional measures taken by ITU without due

consultation with UiDP° Several delegates olso e~pressed concern at the

~nfringements on the use of U~P funds reflected in the auditors’ comments and

considered the reasons provided by ITU in explaining the measures they had taken

as Unsatisfactory given the serious nature of the financial infringementsinvolved.

One member asked what measures could be adopted to prevent similar actions in the

future, Concern was also expressed at the level of funds made available by U!~P

to the agencies that remained unspent for oonsidersble periods of time.
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...... .:;..K~it reports in particul~r for the8. One member emphasmzeu one ~moort~noe of ~

benefit of’ ~h~ recipient count:,.~ics. He suf:~g~st~d~ .= ~ .....-t~st information on the terms

e_~,~_n~l ruditors’ .... "oo.~t~ would beof reference~ the scarce ~a o~ me~hodo!ogy of "v+’-,~ ..... -~

u~-.~.m~7 to @overmnent; . He ~iso su~!f~ested that it :,iss important that recipient

goverrments be in ~ position to bene£it from the mistakes identified by external

~mditors. He ststed ~het " ,-c’ ~ ~ 7. , p ~ ~ " this process. The

delete:sis expressed t-~ ~, oo<oern of ~,ove--m-ent-’ [~6eD.cles in ~ ~ ~7_ _ ........ , ............ " nz~ country st t~,e lack

of timely project ,ielivery ir!om<o.et:i_on end reque2ted querter!y expenditure data.

Resoonse of the Administration

¯
- ........ ~" ~ to ~ - e~ressed by delegs-bes9. The Director of ]?znance~ ...... ~_~o .....~.n~, tn~ concerns

to the response of CC.&Q~ o~mressed~ .~.. the o~qnim,~_~. ~ ~_. that the u!timste res,oonsibility..

for projects financed by ~TDP hod to "-,-luj with the Administrator who allocated the

funds. He noted~ ho~,,~ever~ that in tM-; United l~,:)tious system agencies have their

own external suditors~ with their specific responsibilities and th,~t some (:,denotes

considered that their e~<ternel cuditors were solely responsible for determining

the scone and content of audit -~p .... ~’. z~, .... ro,..~. The Director further nosed t}mt while

z~.a been little in the wa’y of substantive reporting~several yesrs ago. there ’ .... ~

progress ms~Je so far was c:,use for ,.,ut±m ....... st~t,~:d t}m~t UKDP’~- own external

auditors had increasingly ioo:-~--! into %2,~0P ou~,~ton~z~ project eperstions in

recent ye, .... rs. rL~.,~,~nc,’°~ ...._~,~. ~ Y~U~__~ ~-e stressed the value of the narrative reports i~

disclosing the actions theft had been token ~.,nd stated that efforts would continue

to be m~,~de to ensure compliance with LUfDT"s finsneisl reguistions end rules.

v±,~:.ws of ,’..~:ecutin{~ ..... " 4 o

I0. A renresentstive, of _TL0, speNr.inf~:,~ on belm!f of -~’~n~ s~encies~ resT~onded., to

. _ . ~" ~ ~ " .... statedthe reauest to provide furtl~er ci[,z’Jf’issi;irl7 on the CCA~ ~,~; b~ment. !-T~

" _ ........r.~nc:~ sna msndetes thst went beyondthat s~enczes’ suditors h&~d wide t;erms of -"~~’~ r- "e

’-~" .....~{ .... most United N~tions o~_enciess limited fin~ncisl oudit. In ~prsctioe~ ~,..~..~: ........ ~

. -~ ,~ou:~czl~s concerns. He stressed thewere a, ble to be res~onsive to lJhe ~ ", "
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importance stteched by ILO to substantive audits and noted that the ex%er~sl

suditors were moving sway from spot investigations and increasingly giving attention

to audits of s systems nature. He stated that agencies ~ external auditors were

fully autonomous and %hst it was not the function of the agencies’ secretsrists to

determine the auditors’ work pl~ns.

Ii. ~ The Secretary of CCAQ further stated thst in the case of all sgencies~ the

e~ternsl suditors were elected by their legislstive bodies snd were solely

responsible to them. Legislative bodies msy r~q~e~te ~ ~o the e~ternsl auditors %o

perform specific tasks~ He noted that t!~e Panel of mxternsl Auditors hsd slresdy

shown itself responsive to the CouncilTs concerns snd considered that the extent

of the responsiveness would become apparent ne~t ye~r. He stated that

executing agency administrations were symp~ ~hetlc to the Council’s concerns

He suggested one way for~srd might be fo~ ~ the Governing Council to address the

legisl~tive bodies of the agencies with its request.

Further discussion in the Committee

12. One delegate noted that the Committee did not review and consider the

external audit reports on U~©P ii~self. He referred to the constraint of time

and to the present procedure by which the s~nus! audited sccounts of TFNDP were

considered each yesr by the Fifth Committee of the General Assembly. He

suggested thst in the light of these constraints~ the Committee might wish %o

consider sn snnual renort of the ~mlnmstrstor on the measures tsken by the

Administrator sss result of the external auditor’s report, without prejudice to

the comments of the Fifth Co~ittee. Other delegates referred to the quantity

of documentation already submitted and ~ug~otec~ alternatively adding an snne~ %o

~dm~n±str~tor to mske sn oralthe Administrator’s report or requesting the ~’ "

presentstion.
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13. A number of delegates considered the clarifications provided by the iLO

representative to have been helpful. One delegate emphasized the ultimste

sceountsbility Of the Administrator for the funds entrusted to ~’~P snd urged the

Administrator to tskb the necessary steps to ensure thst the scope and content

of sudits be sufficient to establish his acoountsbility. If this were not possible~

the Administrator should report on this to the Governing Council so that the Counci~

could take special messures. Several de!ecstes ststed that their Goverm~ents

would pursue this mstter in the !egislstive bodies of the agencies.

Further response of the AdmLuistrstion.

14. The Director of Finsnce reeffirmed his view that considerable progress wss

being msde snd that this would be reflected in the n~rrstive reports nezt year.

He noted, however~ that s number of reports were still no% of s narrative nsture

snd ststed that it was these reports that remained s subject of concern to the

Council. He suggested that the Governing Council could mske its request to the

legislstive bodies of sgencies by requesting %he Administrs t°r to raise the mstter

in the inter-s~ency mschine~j so that %he: e~ecutive heeds of sgencies could

communicate the Council’s concern to their respective governing bodies.

Recommendation of the Committee

15. The Budgetsry end Finance CoP.mittee recommends thst the following decision

be sdopted by the Governing Council st its thirty-first session:

"The Governin~ Council

(s) Tskes note of documents DP/!984/63 end Add.l containing the sudit

rIreports of executing s@enoies for the yesr I>82~ ss well ss the Administrstor’s

comments on the suNstsntiw) observstions made by the external suditors snds

description of the sction taken by the AdmLuistrstion in response to

Governing Council decision 83/38;
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(b) ~phesize,s s~sin the importance which the Council attaches to receivin~

long-form nerretive audit report-s which disclose the results of audits tNa% ere

sufficiently wide in scope as to cover those areas which the Council hms

identified in its previous decisions~ including in psrticuiar the audit of the

effectiveness of financial management;

(c) Requests theAdministrator to bring this decision9 and the views

expressed by the Committee in the~.courseof its discussion of this matter~ to %he

attention of the Panel of External Auditors and of the administrations of the

executing sgenoies~

(d) Further reques,ts the Administrator to convey the Council’s views on this

matter to the Executive Heads of %he executing agencies so that they~ in turn~ may

advise their respective legislative bodies of the Council’s concern and request suc

further action by those legislative bodies ss may be necessary or sppropriete in

each csse~

(e) Noteswith appreciation and ~with the proposal mede by the ezterne.

suditors of the Asian Develo,pment Bank to carry out~ st sn edditionsl cost of

spproximetely ~8~000 %he additional audit procedures described in paragraph 5 of

document DP/1984/63~ including the preper~tion o~’_ s long-form eudit r~por~ ~ which

would describe the procedures followed~ ~,~e re~ults obtained end shy reco~mendstio:

for improvement the suditors may wish to mske~

(f) Authorizes the Administretor to reimburse the Asian Development Benk for

the sdditionel oudit costs referred to in operetive paragraph (e) of this decision

end to cherge these costs against -the expenditure line for reimbursement of

programme support costs~ in addition to the reimbursement for progrs~mme support

costs to which the Asisn Development Bsnk would normally be entitled;
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(g) Further requests the Administrator to make available at future sessions

of the Council copies of the latest available General Assembly document containing

the annual audited financial statements of L@~P, the report of the United Nations

Board of Auditors thereon and the Administrator’s financial report for the year in

question, including his response to the observations of the auditors, as well as

copies of the relevant decision of the General Assembly on the audit report, and

to report orally to the Council on these matters.
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E. Dt~P Financia! Regulations

~, Annexes and amendments %0 Dt~]]P Financial Regulations

I I. For consideration of one of the questions under item 9 ~
<e) of the Council’s agends

the Committee had before it a note by the~i{dministra%or contained-in DP/1984/61 and

addenda i and 2 The Committee also cons~aered the relevant report of the Advisory

Committee on Administrative and Budgetary (~uestions (ACf~Q) contained in D~/!984/~6.

2. The Assistant Administrator~ Bureau for Finance and Administration~ introduced

the subject. He highlighted the fact that the proposed amendments dealt primarily wit~

two proposed annexes: one relating to b%~CDF and %]~e other relating to UI~RFNRE. in

addition~ he said that the documentation contained details of three Other minor amend-

ments to %he D]~P Financial Regulations. The first involved an update of the

Regulations to reflect the fact that new FinanCial Regulations for UI~FPA were approved

ii .....
by the Council at its thirtieth session. The second was an editorial clarification to

make i~ c?earer that UNDP was require<] %o publish audited aocol~nts every year. The

third dealt ~ With a change to the information annex to the Regulations dealing with

external audit, a change already approved by the United iqations General Assembly,
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3. In dealing with the proposed annexes for UNCDF and UNRFhqKE, the Assistant

Administrator, Bureau for Special Activities, stated that these were prepared in

response to a request of the Governing Council made in 1981 for the purpose of taking

into account the unique requirements of these funds. He emphasized that both of these

funds had its own secretariat and distinct operational modalities which resulted in

part from their legislative bases. He stated that out of 90 U}~P Financial Regulations

only some 35 Regulations had to be modified in respect of each of these funds. Most of

the changes were minor. Some other changes were made to reflect significant differences

in operational modalities and changes in procedures. He then referred to the proposal

made by ACABQ; namely, that in the presentation each article of the D-RDP Regulations

should be referred to. He said that while the presentation would not change anything

in substance~ UNDP was not convinced that the change in presentation would be an

improvement, particularly when one of the objectives had been to keep exceptions to the

UNDP Regulations to a minimum and the annexes short and concise. Lq~DP inteuded~ he

concluded, to issue its Regulations, indicating with an asterisk where these did not

apply to UNCDF and UNRFNRE and referring the user to the annex.

Summary of the discussion in the Committee

4. Members expressed their general satisfaction with the documentation submitted by

the Administrator as well as the clear presentation of the issues by the two Assistant

Administrators. They viewed the proposed amendments to the UNDP Financial Regulations

in respect of UNRFNRE and UNCDF as reasonable and responsive to the particular circum-

stances of these funds. They expressed their agreement to the proposed amendment

¯ concerning UNFPA as well as to the amendment dealing with the submission of the D-NDP

accounts to the United Nations Board of kuditors. ~everal members noted that the

proposed UNCDF financial regulation 4.1 allowed voluntary contributions in cash or in

kind~ whereas the¯UNDP parallel regulation assumed voluntary contri~itious in cash..._only

One of these members also enquired whether contributions in kind in respect of UNCDF l

would also be reported to the Governing Council and to the United Nations

General Assembly. A member noted the absence of certain UNDP Financial Regulations



Response of the Administration

5. ¯ In his reply, the Assistant Administrator, Bureau for Finance and Administration,

explained that the proposed financial regulations concerning voluntary contributions

to UNCDF, regulations 4.1 and 4.5, reflected the language of the relevant paragraphs of

General Assembly resolution 2186 (XXI) as indicated in the annotated comparative table

contained in DP/1984/61/Add.2. He further stated that if any contribution in kind

were received by UNCDF, it would be reported to the Governing Council and to the

United Nations General Assembly, although it could be difficult to attribute a monetary

value to such contributionso As to the absence of certain UNDP Financial Regulations

from the annexes pertaining to the two funds, he drew attention to paragraph 2 of each

annex which stated, that unless otherwise specified in the annex, UNDP Fi~cial
"Z

Regulations shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to all funds admininstered by the fund

concerned. He then referred to the regulations proposed for UN~NRE and stated that,
.’4

in accordance with the advice Of ACABQ, the proposed regulation 8.10(f), dealing with

the reimbursement of support costs of co-operating agencies, would be deleted.

Recommendation of the Committee ..............

6. Following its discussion, the Committee recommends that the council adopt the

following decision:

The Governing Counc$1,

Having considered the proposals of the Administrator for revisions to the

Financial Regulations of UNDP as contained in documents DP/1984/61, DP/1984/61/Add.1

and DP/1984/61/Add.2,

Notin~ with appreciation the observations of the Advisory Committee on

Administrative and Budgetary Questions as contained in its report (DP/1984/56),

(a) Approves ~he following additions and amendments to the UNDP Financial

Regulations:

(i) A~ex II containiug special provisions for the United Nations Capital

Develooment Fund, as contained in document DP/1984/61/Add,i;



(ii) Annex III containing, spegial provisions for the United¯ Nations Revolving Fund

. for. Natural Resources Exploration, as contained in document DP/!984/61/Add.I,

..... except that the text .proposed in that document for regulation 8.10(f) shall

be deleted ~

(iii) The amendment of the text of Annex I, relating to the United Nations Fund

for. Population Activities~ as contained in paragraph 7 of

d o cument .DP/198 4./61 ~

(iv:), The amendment to Regulation 16. 3 of the UNDP Financiai Regulations relating’

to the submission of annual accounts to the United Nations Board of Auditors,

~: ," as: contained in paragraph 8 of document DP/1984/61~
i

(b). :. Notes the amendments to the annex to the Financial Regulations of the

United Nations, approved: by the General Assembly in its decision 38/408, concerning

add.i.tional terms of reference governing the audit of the United Nations and that

these will consequently be reflected in the Information Annex to the UI~P F-~nanciai

Regulati. ons ;

(c) Requests the Administrator to revise the UNDP Financial Regulations
i

incorporating the additions and amendments thereto set forth in paragraph (a) above.

¯ ¯- b. ¯

"r.. . .../j

../,
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Chapter,, I~J. PR.OGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION (continued)

¯ . , B. Government contributzons to local office costs: ~ " tL ,,,,., ~ .~’ ’r (

For consideration of one of th.~ subjects under item 4 (b) of the Council’s

agenda, :the Committee had before it a report of the Administrator contained in

DP/1984/12 and corrigenda i [~nd 2 and addendum i.
itS’. :"

2. The: Assistant Administrator, Bureau f’or Finance and Administration, introduced

the:subject, He described thg subst<~ntia! negotiations :~nd efforts made to obtain

host government contributions at least to "¢he minimum level establish~Jd by a

payment .formula promulgated by the ftdministrator based on Governing Council

decision 82/18. He then. provided statistics on th~ results obtained and informed
the Committee that whereas . the original estimateC income for the biennium

1984-1985 had :been:set r.~t...$50 rnii!ion, ~n amount lower by itself than the t~rget,t
i’

current .peojf~cgions for income feom this soumce stood ~t $23.5 million which

~st~n-=v~s :~na g)l) million lessrepresented ~’ ’$"
. r :

" "~ =$~...... $o,[~ million le~s than the original . "p~"’

than the ~.~,--~t

0E.84-627o4
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5. The Assistant Administrator recognized the need to continue negotiations with

host Governments on their contributions, but drew attention to the Administrator’s

report which proposed a set of actions to be taken in respect of those cases where

contributions had not reached the minimum level required. He. then referred to the

issue of interest on cost-sharing balances covered in the document and stated that

the application of a system cf positive interest on credit balances made it

necessary to charge negative interest in cases of debit balances.

Summary of the discussion in the Committee

4. Members expressed their appreciation for the clear and lucid report and

introduction to a subject matter which involved many complex issues. Many

delegates expressed their view that the commitment of Governments to pay local

office costs due from them were somewhat disappointing in that many countries had

neither responded nor gave their agreement to meet the minimum target established.

They considered that it was important for developing countries to pay their fair

share of local office costs. One member questioned whether the unwillingness to

pay resulted from disagreement between the UNDP Administration and the countries

concerned regarding the amounts due° Many members expressed their hope that those

countries that as yet had not pledged the minimum amount due would do so soon.

These members endorsed in general the recommendations of the Administrator contained

in the document, while some had specific questions or comments relating to certain

elements of the recommendations. Som~~ requested clarification on how the proposed

accounting linkage between the various government contributions would operate.

Several other delegates thought that not only was the methodology proposed by the

Administration proper, but that this methodology of presentation should apply to all

countries so that a complete picture of inflows and outflows for each country would

become available° In this connection, one member, supported by others, stressed
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that such information would provide a picture as to which countries had or were

close to achieving a net donor status, v Several members stressed the importance of

the legal opinion presented in the document which, in their View, gave strength to

the proposals made, by the Adm:inistrator, ~

5. Other members expressed reservations concerning statementsmade in:the

Administrator’s report and said that they co~id,not support ~Several of the

conclusions reached and recommendationsmade. These members agreed in general that

the local office costs had to be shared by recip~ient Governments; however the ~, :

legal opinion did not support a legally binding requirement on the Governments tO,

bear a speciTlc percentage of such costs. These:amounts needed to be negotiated

and agreed upon:between~UN~P and each recipient Government; these members did not ~i

supportthe proposal to charge IPFs. Some of. them also stated that certain ..... ~:~

definitions incorporated in the document, particularly,in the waiver formula, had

to be revised aS the existing nomenclature assumed legal an~ ~other positions which

were not sustainable. : .... ’ ’ ’

6. With regard to the handling lof interest on cost-sharing, balances, members

generally expressed favourable views on the AdministratorVsproposalS~t~o provide

credit balances with positive interest and to charge negative interest on debit

balances. Ot~ermembers, however; opposed the Admini~st;rator’s proposal considering

they did not comply with the: objectives of UNDP. Some members inquired what

utilization would.be made,with the interest:earned while others inquired as to <

what had been done until now with interest:earned. : ~ member, while supportive of

the principle of calculation of interest, Wondered what was t~e cost-benefit ratio

of such an action and whether it could be justified for’:UNDP on economic grounds.

,~ ’ Response of the Administration

7. In his response, the Assistant Administrator ackndwledged that progress

achieved in getting positive responses had not been sufficient, but stated that
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progress~was being made continuously and it was encouraging to note that~some of

the less rich Governments had agreed to meet the target. In this connection,

confirmation, had been received durin~ the discuseion ghat Venezuela would contribute

its share of 75 per cent of local office costs~ further, the!observer Qf Cuba ....

indicated that his country had decided:to increase its contribution both in cash

and in kind from 35 per cent to 52 per aent of the local office costs° The ~ ~.

Assistant Administrator then explained that no debts were recorded in the UNDP

accounts under this heading as contributions were recorded as income when received.

As to the legal status of Covernments ~ obligations, he explained that-following

the Council~s twenty~ninth session in 1982, UNDP had raised the issue with the

United.Nations Office of Legal Affairs which confirmed that basic agreements were

binding and required Governments to meet certain costs which he detailed. He ~then

described the.meaning and methodology of the accounting linkage which :t:he

Administratorproposed to introduce between voluntary contributions, voluntary

programme costs, and contributions towards local office costs.

Further discussion in Committee

8. ~veral members pointed to some inaccuracies in the tables attached to the

report~ other delegates sought to clarify and provide updated or corrected

information on government contributions to local office costs with:which they

were familiar. A member stated that while she agreed with the principle of sharing

the costs of the field offices, joint reviews had to be undertaken with UNDP in ,

order to determine how to reduce costs. J~other member stated that neit,her the L

proposed idea, nor the methodology for c~eating an~accounting linkage between : ....

contributions was clear. Furthermore, the arrangements proposed for sharing local

office costs were not flexible or justified. Another member supporting similar

views stated that a legal obligation for specific amounts due from a Government
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could be established only following negotiations and agreement with the recipient

Government. The Standard Basic Agreement did not state or provide for specific

amounts as a government obligation.

9. With regard to interest on cost sharing, a member suggested that interest

earned should be credited to the country or to the project.

Further response of the Administration

iO. The Assistant Administrator stated that as far as UNDP was concerned the

opinion of the United Nations Office of Legal Affairs represented the highest legal

authority for interpretation of agreements and that opinion was clear. As to the

comments of some representatives on cost savings in field offices, he stated that

the administration would be pleased to co-operate with Governments in achieving,

where possible, increased cost efficiency at the field level. At the same time he

cautioned that UNDP may not necessarily agree with the effectiveness of each

cost-cuttlng measure.
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Chapter IV. PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION (continued)

B. Government contributions to local office costs

Recommendation of the Committee

Following its discussion, the Budgetary and Finance Committee recommends that

the Council adopt the following decision:

The Governing Council,

(a) Takes note of DP/1984/12 containing a progress report on host Government

contributions towards local office costs and a summary of legal opinion of host

Government obligations in this respect;

(b) Expresses appreciation to Governments that have met their commitments as

mutually agreed in accordance with the SBAA or similar agreements or those that

have agreed to increase their contributions to local office costs;
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¯ ~ zNAN .IAL, .... UDGE~AR.~. AND ADMINISTRATIVE
.... MhTTERS (continued)

L.

me

I. Reimbursement of services provided by UNDP
i’ield off’ices %0 other United !,Tations bodies

: ii ...... ~ . ’
For consideration of item 9(i) of the Council~s agenda~ the Committee had

before it a note by the Administrator contained in DP/1984/73.

2. In introducing the item, the Assistant Administrator, Bureau for Finance

and Administration, referred to the extensive consultations held on this matter

between UNDP and the agencies, following which it had been agreed that the

guidance of the Council on the issue should be sought. The Assistant

Administrator then pointed out that the UNDP field office performed a vital

function for the trust fund programmes in the country concerned and referred
: ¯ ’.. .

to the two principal options presented in the document for resolving the

issue. ~Io specific aspects of this issue were emphasized. First, a
: : ’ . :

decision to adopt the option authorizing new posts could have significant

financial implications for UNDP in other countries where agreement had been

GB;$~627tO .... :
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reached with Governments to pay for UNDP support for ongoing trust fund programmes,

on the premise that there was no provision in the biennial budget for such support.

Second, the ~dministrator was concerned that the principle that UNDP~administered

trust fund activities should not be subsidized from UNDPVs central resources, as

mandated by UNDP Financial Regulations, should also be applied to trust funds with

no administrative affinity to UNDP.

5. The Assistant Administrator reported that the agency delivery figures for

trust fund programmes in the country concerned in respect of 1985 ~ou~ted %o

$i0.9 million and that they were planned at $14.6 million for 1984. The funds~

in-trust programme for 1984 was thus estimated at some six times the level of

UNDP activities. The Assistant Administrator noted that for 1984 it was planned

to administer 523 expert posts, compared with 255 in 1985 and 197 in 1982. He

pointed out that even these figures did not give the complete picture since, for

example, with respect to one agency, against 164 established posts there had been

a rotation of 249 experts.

Summary of the discussion in the Committee

4. A number of delegates stated that in their view Governing Council

decision 82/55 had not properly reflected the discussions that had taken place in

the BudgetarY and Finance Committee and did not properly reflect its intention.

They thought that the clear intention was to give the Administration sufficient

room for flexibility to dcal with ~anomalous ~ situations.

5. Several members stressea that decision 82/33 required clarification and that

an issue of principle was involved: namely, that agency trust fund activities

should not be treated differently from UNDP~s own administered trust funds. Many

delegates stressed that UNDP should not be expected to bear the costs of supPor%ing

agency trust fund activities and they favoured the option presented by the

Administrator that called on the agencies to reimburse UNDP for these costs. A

number of delegates stated that they did not consider these costs to be primarily
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6. Several delegates referred to the discussions held in the Committee at the

Council’s twenty-ninth session° They pointed out that part of decision 82/33

authorizing UNDP to continue to provide services at the same level as had been

h~therto provided was taken in order to preserve UNDP~s co~ordinating role at

the field level ~ and to discourage the opening up of new agency field offices.

They emphasized the importance they attached to UNDP’s co~ordinating role and

considered that the matter before the Committee should therefore be treated as an

exceptional case. Another member took the view that UNDP was only providing

administrative services and that it was necessary to distinguish between the

provision of such services and the carrying out of UNDP~s mandate. He

considered that reimbursement for the provision of services would not really affect

UNDP’s co-ordinating role. He stated that it was important for the Committee to

exercise great caution in appropriating funds for activities outside of UNDP.

7. One delegate stated that trust fund activities should be marginal to core

activities. ~ Several delegates questioned the extent to which the case before

the Committee was exceptional. A number of delegates requested further information

on the negotiations that had taken place with the Government concerned.

Response of the Administration .....

8. The Assistant Administrator described the lengthy negotiations that had~

taken place between UNDP and the Government of the country concerned and

subsequently with the agencies. He explained that every effort had been made’to

reach a solution and that when all efforts had not yielded results it was in

agreement with, and in part on the request of the agencies, that the matter had

been brought to the Council for its review and guidance. He reiterated that in

other cases, host Governments had agreed to pay the cost involved. While in

the past UNDP had generally approached Governments directly on behalf of agencies

with requests for reimbursement, the Assistant Administrator did not consider this

to be primarily the responsibility of the resident representative. UNDP, however,
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wouldcontinue todo everything possible to assist the agencies in this respect.

Regarding the question of the~marginality of trust fund activities, he noted

that such activities ~ere not always, marginal for agencies. He stated that in i ....

the discussion inthe’Committee at the twenty~ninth session of the Council a clear

distinction"had been drawn between agency regular and trust fund activities, and

considered that an issue of principle was involved, i ,

9- With respect to ~U~DP~s role in co~ordinating trust fund activities, the ~:

Assistant Administrator believed that in many cases, trust fund activities were .....

negotiated between donor, redipient and the agency concerned without the ’resident ~

representative being in any way involved ~ He considered that reimbursement for,

provision of services would not impact ~in any significant way on UNDP~s

co-ordinat~ng,:role ~ at the ~i~eld officelevel. ~

Recommendation of the Commi~ttee~ ~

i0. F~llowing the discussion on ¯this subject~ the Budgetary and Finance Committee¯

recommends that the following ¯decision be adopted by the Governing Council.~at

~ts’~thirty~irst ¯ session~ .i .....

The Governin~ C0uncil, - ~,. :

Having considered the eeportof the..Administrat0r relating to the reimbursement

of services provided byUNDP field offices to other. UnitedNations bodics

(DP/1984/75), ~ ......

Reaffirmi.n~ I the co~ordinating role Of UNDP at the country level, -.-

Reaffirming alsoits~decision 82/55 adopted at its twenty~ninth session, -.

Recalling that financial regulation 5.1 which was approved by decision .81/28

of the Council at its twenty-eighth session, provides that, in the case of trust.
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funds to be administered by UNDP, trust funds which directly or indirectly involve

additional financial liability for UNDP shall be established only by the Governing

Council,

Decides that UNDP should be reimbursed by the United Nations Organization

concerned for the cost of services provided by UNDP to trust fund activities of

other United Nations bodies, unless the trust fund donor or the host Government

concerned itself directly provides UNDP reimbursement for those costs.
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Addendum

FINANCIAL, BUDGETARY AND ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS, (continued)Eo UNDP Financial Re~u_lations-

1, Matters on which consensus ~:~!~,s not
achieved at the thirtieth session

i. For ~ ~ ~" c£ ~"~’~.cons ..... e ......~,on, ef one ~,~,~ ~ubjects under item 9(c) of the Council’s:agenda,

the Committee had"before it:,a note by the Admin~strate;~ contained inDP/1984/60.

The AssiStant. Admlnist~ator i Bureau for Finance and Adminisbration, introduced the...

item statifl~ ’that it:had become a~ famillar one on the Committee:~s agenda. He :,

ekpl~inedthat:thed~cument before’the Commi~thee was the shortest ~ever prepared by-~

UNDP On amajo~ policy issue, since the,UNDP.:,administration,waS-not in a position to

add new information to that provided tothe~Couneil in 1985 in doeument~DP/1985{48. ~i

He re~ninded the Committee that the issue;9 i involVe4 were those, regulations-in brackets-

which concerned the nature of voluntary contributions and the useability of curr~ncie~

He suggested that, i in deallng:with’ theissues, it might be neeessary,,:~o distinguish ~:,

b.[~,twe%n~nen-conve~tib!e currencies o,f donor ~countries and those, of~ re¢$pien~. ..,... .~ ,~

¢ountrie~~ ; zh’e ’ also ~ ~-e£erred to the possibles, linkage, i which potentially existed~ : ~:.

between"the-~’atilizatlon of a curr~.~,ncy .with th;, nature of the-contribution:i~ ~f.such :

a linkages:existed, it:Would make .it ~ necessary to pay for goods and serviees:~from ....

coun~ries;~With -~;accumulating u.ncOnvertibie currencies in,~<5hese currencies, in the ,

": ". "’" ’ "’ ¯ ...... ~ ,i~ ~ .., . ./ ~ ,, . [~ r: . ~:

G~.84-627i6 ...... "~ ~ "~’ ; ’
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)roportion that the particular currency was used to pay contributions to UNDP. The

~ssistant Administrator expressed the hope that the issues in contention would be

.esolved by the Committee, otherwise the old financial regulations would continue

~o be in force.

,’ i i~ Summary of the discussion in the Committee

2. Members recognized that the issue for consideration had been pending for some

~ime and ieMD~essed their interest and hope to find an acceptable solution. Most of

~he participants stated that the issues involved were matters of principle, since

3everal Governments chose to make their contributions to UNDP in their national,

ion-convertible currencies. Such contributions made it necessary to use inputs

)nly from the countries concerned, which by itself was a kind of tied Contribution.

#nat they viewed as being worse was the fact that, despite considerable effort and

~xpense, it had not been possible to utilize many of these currencies during a

lengthy period of time. They’considered that the efforts that the Administration

lad to undertake to use even part of these currencies made their utilization so

9xpensive that the value of the contributions was put in question. Some of these

nembers urged the donors of these contributions to make their payments in freely

3onvertible~eurrencles, so that these;cOntributlons,,would be used in the support of

technical C0-operation programmes~ ~ developing countries.

5, A member further suggested that commercial firms in these countries often

refused to accept payment in their own Currencies fo~ goods and services. This made

the,problem even more serious. Another delegate stated, that the concept of

~ultilateralism had to be preserved as well as the sovereignty of recipient

countrieS. Such principles madeit indispensable that recipient countries would

have a choice in the selection of inputs. The lack of covertibility of certain . ¯

currencies eliminated such a choice. Several delegations reiterated their objections

to the fact that special efforts had to be made to use certain currencies and, while

the UNDP Administration had to be praised for all its efforts, the Council should

neither request nor expect such exceptional treatment to be accorded to any

currency~

4- Several members, whose Governments pay their contributions to UNDP in their

national currencies, which are accumulating and non-convertible, reiterated their

previous claims that there were abundant possibilities to use their currencies,

even without the particular effort. However, they sensed a lack of willingness to

do so and therefore they could not take any responsibility in the matter. They

cited several United~Nations organizations which had at their disposal substantial

amounts of these currencies. These organizations had used them most effectively,

and had appealed for even additional contributions in these currencies. A member
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stated that his country’s national currency had been fully utilized over the past

years and any accumulation belonged to a period of over i0 years ago. His Government,

he stated, assisted UNDP in using the accumulations by converting substantial amounts

into the currencies of developing countries. He v~cwed many of the statements made

as intended to discredit certain national currencies~ to which he objected. He

emphasized that his country possessed all the inputs needed by developing countries

in support of their technical co-operation activities. ~n referring to a statement

by another delegate, he denied that the national currency was not accepted in his

country by suppliers of gccds and services.
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Chapter V. FINANCIAL, BUDGETARY AND ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

E. UNDP Financial Regulations

i. Matters on which consensus was not achieved at the
thirtieth session

Annex

Recommendation of the Committee

Following its consideration of this subject, the Budgetary and Finance Committee

recommends that the Council adopt the following decision:

The Governing Council

(a) Decides, notwithstanding the absence of a consensus in respect of the

Administrator’s proposed financial regulations 3.5, 3.6, 12.3 and 12.4 and the newly

proposed regulation 3.6, remaining in brackets, (see DPI1984/60) that all other

regulations approved in its decision 8!/28 of 30 June 1981 are fully in effect and

that with respect to the five paragraphs remaining in bracket., existing financial

GE.84-63041
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regulations 6,4, 6.6, 4.2 and 4.3 shali~ in the absence of such a consensus,

apply until a decision is reached at the thirty,~second session of the

Governing Council ~ and

(b) Further decides that the Budgetary and Finance Committee will consider

during its meeting commencing immediately prior to the thirty~second session of

the Governing Council, within the framework of the provisional agenda for the

thirty=second session, the parts of the Financial Regulations and other questions on

which consensus was not achieved at the thirty~first session of the Counc,il, witb~a

view to facilitating the resolution of these issues by the Council.

........... ,.> .

i ¯

’.’/">~, . ¯ i’¸
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..... Chapter V. FINANCIAL, BUDGETARY AND ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS (continued)

D. Trust funds

i. Trust funds conditioned on procurement
from a donor country

i. Fop its consideration of one of the questions under item 9(d) of the Council’s

agenda, the Committee had before it a report of the Administrator contained in

DP/1984/58 and Add.l. The Assistant Administrator, Bureau for Finance and

Administration, stated that the Administrator was firmly committed to the central

funding role of UNDP and believed that every effort had to be made to increase

contributions to UNDP’s central resources, which could then be made available to

recipient countries through the IPF system. The Administrator would not recommend

any action which in his judgement would endanger that central funding role or the

prospects for growth in UNDP’s core resources.

2. In practical terms, however, the Administrator recognized that the level of~

contributions to central resources that could realistically be expected was not

GE.84-62750
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unlimited. At the same time he was ¢on~clous of the enormous gap which existed

.i~..,

between that level,:and the pressing needs of developing countries~ in particular

of:ith~:need"fOrthe many special resources that were required by recipient oountrles.

This ~eed for specla! resources had found institutional e~-~esslon in a n~ber of

individual funds with specific and 1imlt~ed mandates~ UNCDF, UNSO and UNFSSTD were

three such funds The role of UNCDF was to provloe much needed capital asm.letance
to smaller-scale projects, first and foremo~)t in the !east-develePed countries°. /i~’

UNSO had been ~iver,. the - e~ ....spe.ci~.~.c ~andate to a~slst the countries of the.. Sudano-

Sahelian region whi¢.h ~:uffered from protracted drou~?!!t a~d advancing desertifieati0n.

It was important to note" that’:~obiiization of" resouroe~ to ~he Shdano-Sahelian region

traditionally been effeeted in cloee .collaboration with bilateral fundii~g, For its

+Dart, UNP S~. ~D ha~ fro~ ~ ~s vedy i:~’ep£16~:’+ %eeb~ concei~ed ~i th flr~+oez+i~g arba~get~e~t~
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quoted from a letter from President Diouf of Senegal, emphasizing the importance he

attached to these projects. ProJectshad resulted in all Cases from a normal process

of ~0nsultation between UNDP and the recipient ~cvebnment. No distortions had been

imposed on the process of project selection and appraisal as a result of the modalit~

that had been used. In all cases, the projects hadalready been formulated and for!

sometime had been in search of the necessary~flnancing, The Administra~orbelieved

that this modality had enabled a source of financing to be found and the projects to

materialize

6. For these reasons, the Administrator recommended an~extension of the mandate

for two furtheryears. The Administrator believed that by respecting the ground

rules which had been established it had been possible to increase resources in a

pragmatic Way for the programmes served by these three specific funds withoutln any

way endangering theprlnciples that protected and guided UNDP’scentral funding role.

Summary of the discussion in the Committee

7. The’Committee had a lengthy discussion on a wide variety of aspects of the

report and of the recommendation of the Administrator. All members put special

emphasis On the importance of respecting the basic principles of multilateralism.

All members also expressed special concern for ~ne needs of the least developed

countries, in par~ular those afflicted by drought and desertification. Members

considered that the arrangements established for UNFSSTDby the United Nations

General Assembly distinguished UNFSSTD from the other two funds.

8. ~’ A:~number of members considered that the experiment that had ended on 30 Apri!

should not be renewed° They attached the greatest importancez~to what they saw as a

basic principle of multilateralism and raised many issues~of princip!e. One member~

considered that tied procurement amounted to a non-tariff barrler and stated that hi~

Government was against all forms of protectionism. He also saw tled procurement as

conducivet0supply~’~ide development’financing, In,this regard, another member

stressed the importance of looking at OUtputS and considered,that no~ al!’inputs woul



~ifficu!t.to-.:eefuse and it might emerge that real, often long-term, costs were

~ssociated with a gift that would lead to negative consequences for the recipient

Df that gift. He believed that the projects financed under the experiment were good

priest, + but ;considered that if this were the.. case, those projects could have been.., ...... ,: ~ +-)

financed anyway... He stressed that the issue.at stake, was not whether Governments were¯ : : +:

~oP or b against certain projects, but rather., that it was a technical one concerning

the-mode of financing. ¯
. .~:. ¯

9. Several members considered that it was not possible to prove additiona!ity of

resources through the~e, trust funds, and were of the opinion that additionality was
:̄ - ,. ..... .

doubtful. A member stated that his country had refuse.d to finance a project when it

became aware ,tha.t a,tied procurement contribution ~.,,as, ~ hr"-J +.+,~,o ,m~de~- + by+ another donor to the

samē  project. Another member questioned why UNCDF had experienced an increase in .its

liquidity and wondered whether ,disbursements related to tied contributions were having; , :: + + . +.

a negative impact on disbursements related to core reso~rces, He stated that for his

count~my it was very important to defend contributions to UNCDF+s general resources.

Several members emphasized that nothing should be done that would endanger the level

of UNCDF’s core resources. Several members considered that tied procurement funds

would not be to the benefit of recipient countries in the long run as they would

erode the central resources of UNDP. The proliferation of funds would weaken UNDP

and the. appropriate responge to meet pressing needs was to strengthen the central

resources of UNDP.

10~ ,Several members expressed,serious concern+at the,precedent that acceptance of

the Administrator’s¯recommendations would establish .... They saw UNDP as the market

lea~er in technic,al assistance and did not want to give a signal to others that tied..... .. ..

procurement, was an acceptable, oractice, One member stressed that a probable result ofo , . . . , ¯ , ’

’the arramgements .proposed was that the cost of technical assistance would most likely

rise+,+.,". Another member asked whether projects had ever been amended to fit donor

requiremen,ts and whether on +anY++occasions tied procurement funds had been refused.
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He further asked whether, for example, UNDP would accept tied procurement funds for a

project in a country where no after sales service organization was available for the

items procured. ! -~ .... ;,"

iI. One member, supported by others, stated that the. whole scheme could not be

considered an experiment because it was unclear what questions the scheme was

designed to answer. She wondered what information would become available that would

enable the same questions to be more fully answered in two years. Another member

considered that the Administrator, in his report, should, have also presented .the

arguments against a continuation of the experiment. Several members urged, the

A.~Jministrator to consider all other possible alternatives to the one presented in-

the document. In this regard, a member asked the Administrator. to consider way, s of

using alternative forms of financing, such as parallel financing, and specifically

the authority granted to him under decision 83/5 to :provide management services to

recipients of bilateral aid. : . .... ~ ....... ....

12. A number of delegates stated that the system of ceilings applied as a .. :- ..

consequence of decisio~ 8~/~2 appeared not to have been satisfactory, and that a-...

re-examination of the system of ceilings would have to.be made. ¯ ......

]-3. Many members, while emphasizing the importance they attached to the principle

of" multilateralism, considered that - given the gravity of the situation facing the

;.~ast developed countries, in particular those afflicted by drought and desertificatior

and given the specific nature of t.he mandates of the funds in question - the

Administrator’s recommendation was appropriate. These members stressed the background

to the mandate given to the Administrator and in this respect one member stated that

the needs of the countries in question were even greater at present than in 1982.

l~iany members considered that it would be inappropriate to take any action that could

possibly have a negative impact on the activities of the funds in question in those

countries most in need. They attached particular importance to the crisis facing

the countries concerned and to the fact that the projects were considered priority

projects by these countries.
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L4. Several members from recipient countries described some of the projects

;oncerned and reiterated the importance attached by their Governments to these

i

)roJects. A member stated that the mandate granted to the Administrator had enabled

~NSO to make a vital contribution to the pressing needs of his country and region.

~everal members considered that procurement tying had made it possible for the funds

;o make important contributions to the development activities of the least developed

~ountries in Africa at a time of scarce resources. One member referred to the

¯ ecently published Plan of Action drawn up by CILSS in collaboration with UNDP/UNSO.

In his view, only if the necessary non-procurement=tied resources Were available to

)ut such a pian of action into operation would it be ¯appropriate to turn down the

~dministrator’s recommendation. ~ny members reiterated the ’~oint made in the report

;hat the process followed in the acceptance of tied procurement funds was the same as

~ith other funds l they ~c0nsidered that no distortions had occurred as a result of the

)rocurement tying and stated that the projects had been identified by the recfpient

;ountries themselves.

-5. Many members stated that the mandate given to the Administrator should, under no

;ircumstances, be considered a precedent, but an exceptional measure taken to help

leal with a particular crisis. Several members emphasized the very particular mandates

)f UNCDF and UNS0.~ UNCDF Was mandated to provide capital assistance while UNSO, also

’i,i ~ "~ ¯ " " ~ ~ ~

[argely capital oriented, was specifically mandated to mobilize resources for the

~udano-Sahelian region. They considered that the experience of these funds could

~ot be used as a precedent for normal technical assistance activities. Several

lembers stressed the experimental nature of the experience and considered that not

.~nough time had been allowed to be able to accurately assess the experience. They

,elt that more time was needed before definite conclusions were drawn.

.6. Some members stated that the resources in question, while important for the

¯ .ountries concerned, were marginal to assistance levels in general and could not be

¯ .onsidered to constitute a danger to the principies of multiiateralism or a

~ignificant force towards protectionism. Those members felt that a practical approach
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was necessary that took into account the needs of specific projects. Several members

believed that the resources mobilized did represent additionality of resources. Two

members from donor countries stated that the tied procurement modality enabled their

countries to provide supplementary resources. Several members, while supporting

the Administrator’s recommendation, stated that a further two years should be

sufficient time to reach a final conclusion on~ the validity of the experiment.

Response of the Administration~

17. The Assistant Administrator emphasized the importance O~ the specific nature

of t~e mandates held by the funds in question. The three funds had mandates that

were quite distinct from UNDP’s role as a Central funding mechanism for technical

assistance. ~,:,i ~..-~:~ . -~,

18. TheAssistant ~Adm’i-niS~tratoremphasized the ’impOrtance attached by the recipient

countries to the prOjects and noted that it had ~not been UNDP’s experience that

financing could have been made available through other sources. Regarding the

programming of UNCDF resources, he stated that~t~ere was no difference in the way

UNCDF implemented projects and disbursed funds financed from core and tied

procurement resources, With respect to the danger of distortions being imposed on

the recipieht countries and the risk of supply side development financing, he stated

that the projects were already identified by the recipients and had been seeking the

necessary financfng. Pro~ects had not been amended to suit~donors and no

distortions had taken place. All of the same procedures and~criteria-were applied

in the case of projects financed from general resources and tied procurement resource~

In the case of an offer that was inappropriate, such as the provision of equipment

to a country where no maintenance for that equipment was available, the Administrator

would be of the opinion that such equipment should not be purchased. The Assistant

Administrator stated that it had not as yet been necessary to refuse contributions

that were procurement~tied on the grounds that the proposed contracts were

unacceptable. With respect to the recommendation put forward by the Administrator,

the Assistant Administrator stated that the Administrator was not in a position at
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hat time to draw definite conclusions , either positive or negative, from the

:xperimen~. It was partly for this reason that the Administrator had recommended

furthertwo-year extension.

The~ Director of uNSO reiterated the significance of the specific nature of

INSO’s mandate and of its own distinct modus operandi. For example, UNSO operated

,utside of ~the IPF,struoture and an integral part of its role was to attract¯ project

"unds. He noted that projects were elaborated first at a country level according to

;he priority needs of the country concerned andit was only subsequently that a

~ource,of financing wassought. He attached particular importance to the high value

)laced by reclpient countries on the projects,

~.0. The Assistant Administrator, Bureau for Special Activities, confirmed that the

lame procedures and criteria were a~plied to projects financed from contributions to

3NCDF’s general resources and tied procurement contributions. He stated that the
..... ;. ~ ~ ¯ . .. : ,~’ ,., .

2esources mad em,vailable under the,modality had been important in allowing UNCDF

bo pursue its mandate,in the least developed ,countries. He sought to reassure
}.

nembers that the :Administrator attached the greatest importance to contributions to

UNCDF’s core resources, and. nothing would be done which ir the opinion of the

Administrator could stand in the way of the mobilization of core ¯resources.

21.~The Deputy Director of UNFSSTD described the good experience the fund had had

so far in those projects that were already being implemented. He emphasized that

the,nature of thefinancing made no difference to the normal procedures applied by

the Fund. The’,Deputy~Director further exPressed satisfaction at the distlnction

made by,members betweenthe other two funds and UNFSSTD.

; i
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D. Trust funds

2. Trust funds conditioned on procurement from a donor country

Annex

R econ~mendation of the Committee

22. Following its consideration of this subject, the Committee recommends that the

Council adopt the following decision~

The Governing Council,

Havin_~ considered the Administrator:s report on trust funds Gonditioned on

procurement in a donor country contained in DP/1984/58 an@ D?/1984/SS/Add.l~

Reaffirming the fundamental principles of multilateralism as embodied in the

Consensus and in ~DP’s Financial Regulations~ inter alis~ financial regulation 14.5,

Noting. General Assembly resolution 37/2~14 concerning the United Nations Financin

System for Science and Technology for Development ([rNFSSTD)~

GE. 84-63075



Having regard to the exceptional situation pertaining to the least developed

~untries, in particuiar those countries in Africa afflicted by drought ~_nd

esertification,

Re__cognizing the availability of parallel financing and co-financing as means to

omplement the general resources of IINSO and U~CDF in accordance with their respective

andates,

Recalling, subsequent to and in the spirit of decision 83/5, that the Administrator

ay at the request of the recipient country for bilaterally financed projects provide

full range of services, including procurement an__~d financial services9 as part of

anagement services,

(a) Decides~ as regards UNFSSTD, to extend decision 83/32 until 30 Kprll 1986;

(b) Decides to extend the experiment period concerning trus~ funds conditioned

n procurement in the donor country as regards the United ~ations Capital Development

kmd (UNCDF) ~nd the United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office (UNSO) for a further

)eriod of two years until 30 April 1986; .....

(c) Decides that this experimental period shall not be extended beyond

50 April 1986 and that the Governing Council will take a final decision regarding the

.ssue of trust funds conditioned on procurement in the donor country at its "

~hirty-third session~
~ ii~

(d) Deoides~ as regards UNCDF, to allow the Administrator to accept trust funds

~onditioned on procurement in the donor country until 30 April 1986, provi@ed that~

(i)

"(ii)

(iii)

Th~ donor country has not decreased its contributions in national currency

to the general resources of ~JNDP,

The donor is a Contributer in the same year to the general resources of UNCDF,

The contribution conditioned on procurement in the donor country does not

exceed I0 per cent of the sum of She donor’s contributions to the general

resources of D~P and UNCDF,



(e) Urges all Governments to increase their contribu.tions to the general resource

of VNCDF so that the activities of UNCDF relating to the least developed countries

can expand without recourse to contributions conditioned on procurementin the donor

country~

(f) Decides~ as regards L~fSO~ to a~thorize the Administrator to accept trust

ftmds conditioned on procurement in the donor country until 30 April 1986~ provided

that~

(i) The donor country has not reducedits contributions in national currency.to

the general resources of U~..U)P~.

(ii) The donor is a contributor in the same year to the general resources of DNSO

(iii) The contribution conditioned on procurement in the donor country does not

exceed 15 per cen~ of the donor’s contribution to the general resources of

LTNDP and ~E,~SO~

(g) Urges all Governments to increase their contributions to the general resourc

of UNSO so that the UNSO programme in the countries affected by drought and

desertification can expand without recourse to contributions conditioned on

procurement in the donor country~ and

(h) Requests the Administrator to make a full report~ including his

recommendations on the issue of trust funds conditioned on procurement in the donor

country~ to the thirty-third session of the Governing Council~ including in particular

an evaluation on the sectoral and geographical distribution of the use of the funds

conditioned on procurement in the donor country as well as on procurement procedures

u%ilized and the effects obtained.



i~urther discussion in the Committee

23. Many members r~stated their oositio~s on the recoFmendation after its approval.

Members underlined the important~,--m~’~ ...... ~,~, of -0rinc, iple reflected i~_ the report but

agreed to join the consensus on the recommendation in the spirit of compromise that

had always characterized the CouncilTs proceedings. One delegate asked whether

special contributions ~ere included in the voluntary pledge of a donor when

comparing the level of contributions from one year to another. The Assistant

Administrator responded that spe<~ia! contributions would not affect the comparison

of voluntary pledges from one year to another.
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Chapter III. OTHER FUNDS A}~ PROGRAm.S

A. Activities and staffing of the Special
..... :=. ,., Uni~ for .,TCDC. .... :. .............

I. For consideration of item 8 (d), Activities and staffing of the Special Unit for

TCDC, of the Council’s agenda~ the Committee.had before it the report of the

Administrator (DP/1984/46) submitted in response to operative paragraphs 2 ~and 3 

section II of decision 85/21, dealing with the functions and staffing of the Special

Unit for TCDC.

2. In introducing the item, the Assistant Adninistrator, Bureau for Finance and

Administration~ exphasized that the Council’s decision had called upon the Administratol

to increase~ to the extent possible, the staff resources of the Special Unit~ due

consideration to have been given to the necessity to contain administrative costs. He

described the methodology followed by U~TDP in its review of this matter which included

a comprehensive analysis of the Special Unit’S functions. He emphasized a point made

~
in the report submitted to the Council, namely t~at each set of activities undertaken

GE.84-62763
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by the Unit did not represent a fixed quantum of wo~c which required a precise n~o~ber

of staff to carry out. Instead, the level of activity w~s subject to ava&!ability of
iqstaff resources, .provided a certain mip~imum number of staff were available to carry out

essential functions.

5. He then reviewed the chan~es in the level of staffing of the Unit since its

establishment in 1975~ as well as the various options considered by the Administrator

in his recent review in ~n attempt to respond to the concerns of the High-level

Committee on TCDC with regard to the Unit’s staffing. He informed the Commlittee that

following his comprehensive review~ and t~<ing into account every f~,ctor relevant to

the issue~ the Administrator, on balance, wes unable to reco~muend increases in the

staffing level of %he Unit. In %he view of the Administrator, the further enhancement

of the Unit’s activities would be pursued along the same successfui lines followed

hitherto, namely that of working closely through regional bureaux and field offices

as well as in the enhancement of the focal points for TCDC in developi~ countries.

Sumlnar$ of the discussion in @he Committee

4. Members expressed their appreciation to the 1[dnlinistrator for the comprehensive

and clear report submitted for their review. All e~<pressed ~helr- continued support

of TCDC activities and their keen interest in further enhancing %hem. }~%ny members

considered the contents of the Adlministrator’s report to be ¯balanced and based on a

praetio’ml and responsible &pproaeh. Several of those members erpressed the view that

the eD_hancement of ~CDC activities within the bounds of available resources was the

most practical way for handling the issue and ~pze~ ~ o<,=d their support of the

~dministratqr’s views and ideas on the matter as reflected in the report. They

referred to the open presentation of the issue by the Administrator and stated that the

staffing of any single unit~ including th~zt of TCDC, had to be viewed within the larger

~ontext of general staffing and ad~ministrative coot. in Tj~3p. ~ member emphasized

that TCDC was a trotter primarily for developi~ cQuntries to handle themselves~ a



principle which he tho.~g@_~ was generally accepted. He further emphasized that the

|:decis ~s of the 1~igh-l~ el Committee on TCDC, including those on staffing~ were a~n

~e~r~re~oion of the~ g~oup s views~ 4n .that conte?rt 9~o~ Goverrm.ng Council had requested

the l.dninistrator to review the feasibility or othe~¢ise of responding to these requests

~olmmmt~ee on the issue ofAnother member pointed to the discussion at the Hi~h-level ~’ " ~

staffi~ ~nd stated that that Committee’s decision on the subject was not unar~imous.

This member stated that clea_,.,~ almost every unit in U~P could benefit from additional

staffing resources but thc~e resources were limited,

5, ~’~i!e many members u.nders~:ood the interest.of several Governments-in securing

additional staff rot the Special Unit~ they accepted the validity of the Administrator’s

considerations and the soundness of i~is conclusion not to recommend an increase in the

staff of the Special Unit for TCDC~ wl~ich they therefore endorsed.

6~ Other members ex~~~~.~.~,~ disappointment at the Administrator:s.. inability to propose

e restoration of the staffing of the Unit to its original strength and highlighted the

~reat importance and potential contribution of TCDC todeveloping countries’ self-relian

They could not endorse the Administra.tor’s conclusions and questioned whether a critical

level of staff resources was indeed available in the Unit to perform the essential

functions~ These me~foers dad ~~o~ s~gree that the staffing of the TCDC Unit ha,d to be

compare~! with .......~ .... st~ff_ing k,~ o~:.c~r u:~±~ An Vx,~.Dk’~ 9a,r~iculariy: since no crisis

s-i.tuation existed in other unl~o.~ Furthermore~ -~,a~ile the priorities of staff str.ength

may desead on various judgemental i’actors~ in the case of TCDC the high priority and

i~:ports,nce attached to the issue -,~ere clearly highlighted by Governments~ in particular

at the High-level Cobb.tree for T@C. In their view~ the question before the Budgetary

and Pi~ance Committee was ~o% whether tn~ was a need for additional staff - this

principle had already been agreed upon by the High-le~,el Committee - but how best to

meet these needs and to determine positively its relative priority. Some of these

~r~bers considered that-the absence of a positive response could endanger the results

~2i~eved by TCDC activities° Anotker mercer stated that while he saw the logic in



the Administrator’s report~ he considered that the test of bridging the gap between

developing countries was beyond that simple logic. Several o£ these members urged I

I
the Administrator to revie~r again the situation and resolve the question of the staffing

¯ r

of the Special Unit.

Re sDonse of the ~.dministration

7. In his response, the Assistant Administrator stated that in the view of U}~P any

discussion on TCDC should have as i~;s starting point not just the recognition of TCDC’s

great importance~ but rather how best to support it. ~P’s involvement in TCDC

activities could not be measured simply in the number of staff. Furthermore, in the view

of Ug-DP, TCDC did not mean staff sitting at headquarters but rather assisting field ’

offices and Governments in the design Of projects, in the enhancement of economic and

technical relations between Governments and such similar activities. He provided a

list of headquarters units which~ in the judgement of D~TDP, needed strengthening and

further e~phasized that such was the case ~dth many field offices particularly in LDCs.

In referring ~o the High-level Committee decisions~ he emphasized that that Committee

was not constrained by budgetary considerations, ~ereas UNDP and the Governing Council

had to deal with budgetary factors as essential elements. ~s D~2 considered that the

minimm critical level of staff resources was in fact available in the Special Unit for

TCDC~ the Administrator had to reach the conclusions reflected in his report to the

Council.

!
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Recommendation of the Committee

Following its consideration of this subject, the Committee recommends that the

Council adopt the following decision:

The Governing Council,

Having considered the report of the Administrator contained in document DP/1984/4q

Cognizant of the importance all countries attach to TCDC activities,

Recognizing the importance and pertinence of the High-level Committee on the

Review of TCDC’s recommendations on the need to strengthen the staffing of the

Special Unit,

~the current financial constraints of" UNDP,

A~So noting the Administrator’s conclusion not to recommend additional staff to

the unit at this stage,

Requests the Administrator to keep the issue of staffing of the Special Unit for

TCDC under review, in particular in conjunction with the preparation of the 1986-1987
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" "~ U~’ ’: .......

.

" B. Revised bud[et ,estimates for the biennium 1984-1985’

¯ : I,’: For its consideration, of item 9 (b) o:£ th.e:Counoil’s agenda, the Committee ha, d ,

before i% a, report of the Administrator on revised budge%,, estima,tes for the,bie~um ’

1984-1985 contained in document DP/!984/54.

2, The AssistantAd:mi.nistra.tor~ Bureau for ~inance and Administration~.introdnoed th~

item by stating that the, Administrator was proposi~ revised esti:r~tes of ~352:.6 milli.¢

gross~ ~,~262.] million net, for the 1984-1985 biennium. This represented a red~_~tAon oi

824L~llion gross, $17: nillibn net.,., in thel origina.i estimates. The. reduction was ’ , .

attributable primarily to currency movements whic}f accounted for a.,red’uction of

~I14 million~ and the impact of inflation which resulte.d: in an additional decrease:.;of’

~I12 million. These savings were partially offset by mandatory cost increases~ tota,lli~

approximately I~2 million. The income picture also reflected a reduction- primarily dt

to a revised estimate of government local office cost contributions under U~DP core

........ activities - from ~ii30 million to ~:,~).5 nillion.

GE.84-62769
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that it~would b~ desirable to have further discussions on the presentation of the

1986~1987biennial budget. One member asked whether net costing for salaries was the

current practice among CCAQ members. Another member asked whether the proposals

regarding training would have anYimpact on the structure or decision-making machinery

of the Training Section.

iO. Manymembers expressed their unde:rstanding and support for the proposal for a

contingency provision in the biennial budget. However, one member requested moretime

to consider the proposal and requested that the matter be reconsidered at the

thirty-second session of the Council. S~eral members asked for further information
¯ . ¯ ............. ] ......................

regarding the calculation of 3 per cent for the contingency provision. Other members

required further clarifications on the anticipated need for the contingency provision.

Several members asked what precedents existed in the United Nations system with

respect~to~contingency provisions. :A member requested clarification on precisely

what kind of:resolutions~ of the United Nations General AssemblY which impacted on

UNDP~s~budget~ would be accommodated within the~ontingency provision. Another member

sought clarification as to whether the United Nations General Assembly had the power

to appropriate UNDP funds which were under th e ~uthority of the Governing Council.

It was his understanding that the Council would, in effect, be giving the
Administrator the authoritzto exceed appropriations ~ as a consequence of certain

United Nations General Assembly resolutions that had an impact on administrative costs
in UND~~ ~s biennial budget. One member~ asked¯ whether the contingency provision would

be a recurring ¯budgetarY feature.

..... .~of the Administration

ll. The Assi~stant Administrator pointed out that the reduced budget estimates

presented were .due to factors strictly beyond the control of’ the Administrator. He.

s.uggested ~that while the Administrator did not deserve any credit for the result,

neither should he be considered responsible in those cases where these same factors
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caused cost increases beyond those previously envisaged. He noted that the

possibi!it~es for¯UNDP of absorbing significantLcos t increases were minimal, and that

this was the reason¯for the proposal for a contingency provision.

12. The As~iStan~ Administrator stated, that the dominant factor likely to Impact the

biennial budget was currency fluctuations. He proceeded to explain the calculation:

that~giVe rise toth~ 3 per cent ceiling. TheAdministrator took as a basis~the ¯

possibility of a 15 per cent currency fluctuation against ~the US dollar. Since this

would affect only two-thirds of UNDP administrativeexpenditures, a 10 per cen:t figure

became appropriate The i0 per cent figure had to be calculated against an 9ight=

month period ratherthan the full two-year biennial period. The resulting

3.3 per cent figure had been rounded off at 3 per cent. The Assistant Administrator

explained that eight months were required since time was needed to establish whether

fluctuations were of a short-term or of a sustained nature. He noted ¯that he had

offered the same expl~nations to ACABQ.

13. Regarding thefu~ure of the contingency provision, the Assistant Admin~straSor

informed %he,Committee that the provision would be proposed forTincQrporationinto.

UNDP’s Financial R~gulations at the thirty-second session of the Governing Council,

He noted that the contingency provision would not, a priori, have any impact on

programming levels in that the contingency was not a reserve in th~ sense of the

Operational Reserve but rather an authority to exceed appropriations if necessary.

The Assistant Administrator stated that with respect to the use of the contingency

provision in respect of General Assembly resolutions, it had been the intention of

the Administrator for this to apply only to administrative cost factors. It was not

to be used for any volume increases and it was agreed that the decision should be

worded to reflect this.
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14. Regarding the financial impact of the job classification exercise for

General Service staff in New York, no further infor~nation was availablc at the

present time since the ICSC had not yet taken any decisions in this regard. The

Assistant Administrator sbressed the importance of b~ing able to introduce any

changes in line with the ICSC~s decision at the sam~ time as the United Nations.

Concerning the presentation Of the budget, he stated that the proposed presentation

of training costs would not affect the structure or decision~making in the

T raiDing Section. Regarding the proposal to move to net costing, the

Asslstant Administrator stated that since UNDP did not pe~ticipate in the Tax

Equalization Fund of the United ~ation3, any reimbursement of taxes by UNDP to its

Staffrepresented a direct cost to the organization. In this s~nso,~ ~ staff

assessment had no real significance for UNDP and a gross budgeting of staff costs

served no practical purpose.

15. The Director, Division of Finance, stated that agency practices with regard to

contingency provisions varied depending on their individual circumstances: in some

cases significant contingency provisions existed, in other cases the appropriating

bodies met up to four times a year.

d
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Recommendation of the Committee. .: ; .....

Following its consideration of this subject, the Committeerecommends that the

Council adcp~ ~’the followin~ decision:

The Governin~ Council, " ~. ::~;;

Having considered the 1984-1985 revised biennial budget estimates of the
~,, . , ,

United Nat±o~sDeVelopment Programme as contained in document DP/I~84/54,

(a) TakeSr~note with~.apprec~ation of the report of the Advisory Committee on

Administrative and Budgetary Questions (DP/!984/56); ............

:~ ~J~" ib) A~roV~s appropriations ~.n a~.~mount of’:$~}2,615,2OO (gross) to 
i~ ii¯, , i.~ : ~ ~~r . ’~,!. ¯’<: ¯i, [~ ~ ¯ : ; . .... ’¯ :. .¯ i:/!r’,’:~’<: ~- ¯.~ ...... ¯ ,~:i~

allocgted’fro~ the~gg6urceg indJ.cated belo~,~ go;fina~Ce the I78~-1985 bienni~l .i=r

budget and..resolve~ ghat the/~nc~me: estimates .in an:amount: of $70,296,9OO shall

~e used to offset the gross appropriations, resuiting io net appropriations of

n e o :
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1984-1985 biennial budget

(Thousands of US dollars)

Gross Estimated Net
appropriations income appropriations

Resources of UNDP

(i) UNDP core activities

(ii) OPE

(iii) IAPSU

(iv) UNV

(v) UNSO-UNDP/UNEP joint
venture
(institutional
support)

(vi) TCDC/INRES

(vii) OGIAR

Total UNDP

294 628.8 51 164.2

15 505.6 13 505.6~/

2 171.2 2 171.2k/

6 589.0 1 037.9

2 190.1 1 205.5£/

656,2 41.7

900.O

520 218.9 68 922.1

245 464.6

m

5 551.1

986.6

594.5

900.0

251 296.8

Resources of the United Nations
Capital Development Fund (UNCDF)

(1) UNCDF

Resources of the United Nations
Revolving Fund for Natural Resources

5 580.0 650.8 4 929.2

Explpration (UNRFNRE)

(i) UNRFNRE 5 o07.4 323.5 2 685.9

Resources of the United Nations
Sudano-Sahelian Office (UNSO)

(1) UNSO 3 808.9

Total appropriations 552 615.2

4oo.5

70 296.9

5 408.4

262 318.3

i}

a/ Estimated support cost reimbursements to OPE of $7.Smillionin respect of
UNDP-f~nded and other technical co-operatlon activities; $5.0 million inrespect of
UNCDF-funded activitiesand $I.5 million in respect of UNSO-funded activities.
$1.2 million relates to staff assessment.

b/ Including reimbursement of $1.9 million for IAPSU from the agency support
cost provision within the general resources of UNDP. The balance of income of
$0.5 relates to staff assessment.

£/ Including UNEP half-share of the cost of the joint ventur e (institutional
support).
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(c) Approves the Administrator’s proposals for changes in the

presentation of the 1986-1987 biennial budget estimates as follows:

(i) Budgeting of all staff costs on a net basis;

(ii)

(iii)

Deletion of the provision for training from the common staff cost
: i ~’ i ".. ’ ~i ..~ , : :

category and the presentation of the related estimates under the

organizational unit of the Division of Personnel; and

Deletion of information designated as "distributed costs" and

presentation of the related estimates only under the appropriate

organizational unit;

(d) Approves a contingency provision not to exceed a total amount in

dollars equal to 3 per cent of approved gross appropriations. The authority

to use this contingency provision shall be limited to unforeseen requirements

arising in the second year of a biennium due to currency movements, inflation

or decisions of the General Assembly in that year affecting administrative cost

factors in the biennial budget, and shall be subject to the prior concurrence of

the ACABQ;

(e) Requests the Administrator to report on the use of this authority to

the next regular session of the Governing Council;

(f) Decides that the effective data for implementation of the results of

job classification and new salary scale for UNDP general service staff at

headquarters shall be the same as that applied by the Secretary-General for

United Nations Headquarters General Service staff;

(g) Authorizes the Administrator to implement the results of job

classification and the new salary scale with the prior concurrence of ACABQ, and

requests the Administrator to report thereon to the thirty-second session of the

Council; and



(h) Requests the Administrator to include, as part of the information

provided to the Council at itsthirty~second session, a separate consolidated

table showing estimated gross expendituresby major category of expenditure

and source of funds for all UNDP activities.

(i) Takes note ofthe carry-forward of $700,000 of 1982-1985 OPE support

cost earnings for use in 1984~1985.

z̄

..,..

~: " .!¯ ¯ !¯5 ¯¯ ...

¯ !j ,.~ ’:~’: i~
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Addendum

’ Cha ;ter"i. : TT .RS REFERRED TOTN . CO ITTEE THe. P .ENARY
. . . !: ...... (continued) .. 

¯ !

,. : ! D. , Country and ~,in~ercountry .~ogrammes.,and pro~ec.ts:. ".
use of United Nations volunteers to assist the

.most severely .affected African, countries, in the . ¯.¯ . :., .........

.implementation of emergency assistance programmes

l. For consideration of the financial implications of one of the questions under

item 5(’b)’of the Council¯’s agenda, the Committee had before it the report of the

Administrator :(DP/I~84/22/Add.I) dealing with the use of United Nations volunteers

" . ~ ’.".’~, i . , . : . : !_ .. ~ , .::~ 3, i ::i!" . ’ , . .~
to assist the most severely affected African countries in the implementation of

.- .. . ..... ~ ~; ¯ . . , ,;,-. .:.: , . , :-~,.- ~ *,~

emergency assistance programmes.

2. In introducing the item, the Administrator emphasized that the proposal

before the Committee k~S being~resen[e~w-ithi-nthe context of the

Secretary-General’s concern to mobilize the efforts of the international community

to alleviate through the implementation of emergency assistance programmes, the
..~:. ; ’~ . i ; ’ :,:: :,: . ’ ’" "" ¯ : : " :’~ : " ~:

r

acute and massive suffering that is currently afflicting many countries of Africa.

.~i:! i ~.- . : : ! ,; i: :.- , ~ - : i ~!" :’i : " : ~" i~~I~,~"

Such assistance was required to meet severe food shortages, inadequate water
¯ , ¯ , ,. , :,. = .

supplies, poor~medical supplies and weak infrastructure. He had himself visited
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a number of the drought-affected Sahelian countries and had been struck by the

shortages of technical and logistical manpower to augment the efforts that

Governments were making to maximize the benefits from the material assistance being

provided generously by the international community. Since the United Nations

development system already had a proven instrument in the United Nations Volunteers

programme that could obtain qualified manpower through its global recruitment

network and channel it to requesting countries on a rapid, flexible and low-cost

basis, he was proposing as an exceptional measure a modest allocation of

$US 1.5 million from~pecial Programme Resources to support the assignment of some

lOO UNVs (1,OO0 work/months) over the remainder of the third programming cycle,

1982-1986, in such fields as food transport and distribution, basic health care

and nutrition, safe water supplies, forestry and desert control and veterinary

services. The Administrator then outlined an action plan to be carried out

immediately should the proposal be approved. Guidelines for utilizing the fund

would be drawn up and Governments invited to formulate their requests for pressing

technical and logistic manpower requirements. Simultaneously UNV would establish

a special rosterliof individuals qualified in the fields likely to be involved who

were available on short notice. Fielding of the first teams of volunteers would

proceed once requests were processed in accordance with the guidelines. Finally,

the Administrator invited donor countries to participate through contributions in

cash and kind to complement the unique, timely and flexible mechanism being

proposed and thereby extend the reach of activities to be carried out under this

initiative.

Summary of the discussion in the Committee

3. Members expressed their appreciation to the Administrator for his eloquent

analysis of the situation confronting the most severely affected African countries

in terms of their skilled manpower gap. Many noted with satisfaction the

considerable efforts being made by UNDP in its co-ordinating capacity within the

appeal of the Secretary-General. There was unanimous agreement on the need to
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take remedial action on an immediate basis to augment the human resources of these

countries to help ensure that the utilization of material assistance from other ~

sources was maximized. ~ A few members pointed out that~the absence of technica~l ¯

skills in their countries hadnow become chronic ~] ~ Several members confirmed the

impact United NationSvolunteers had already had in development programmes in their

coUntries Citing the volunteers, adaptability to local circumstances and their flow

coSt~ compared With 0ther personnel inputs. This had resulted in considerable ....

savings to IPFs. One member, however, queried the cost of UNVs as compared with

the cost of volunteers from its own bilateral volunteer programme. One member was

gratified to see that UNV had the flexibility to undertake the operation proposed.

Another member noted that an increasing number of UNVS~ were being drawn from the

region which he regarded as an exPression of TCDC. ~Anotherlsuggested that

consideration be given to usingC~e~s6urces allbcated to TCDC activities from the~

liquidation of the UnitedNations ~Emergency Ope~ation~rust’~Fund (UNEOTF).

4. Afew members queried whether the proposal would involve the channeling of ’~

additional resources to UNV and also requested clarification as to the modalitles

for drawing up the guidelines and arrangements for monitoring the proposed ~

activities, one member indicated that he would oppose any proposal which would

give additional resources to UNV itself. Many members emphasized the exceptional

nature Of the proposal and the correctness of supporting it with funds from

Special Programme Resources which is intended for use, inter alia, in natural

disaster situations Aiarge number of members urged that the COmmittee adopt

a Pragmatic approach to the technicalities of the fdndinglissue to permit early

implementation of the measure and, as one member put it,:nOt miss the target

through hesitation Some members explained that according to resolution 58/201~

of the General Assembly~ the resources allocated to TCDC activities from the .....

liquidation of the UNEOTF were to be used according to the priorities established

by the developing countries andthat it was not in the discretion of the

Administratnr tn d~t~rmine the use of such r~oure~s_
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..... ¯ Response of the Administration

In his response, the Assiis~tant Administrator, Bureau for Finance and ¯¯

Administration,’ clarified the pofnt that the additional funds do not represent a .

subsidy to UNV~ ;since they will not .benefit the UNV Special Vo!untaey Fund nor -...

UNVt~s; administrative budget. The intention was to finance.UNVs Qut of a ¯ . . .;,

regionai projeCt in the same way as those normally financedfromnational project=,~,,.;

budgets. UNVs were provided to projects bFUNV just as any other.physical input ~

to a UNDP-supported project. He pointed out~that Special Programme,Rescurces

couid~be~used-for a number of specific purposes one of whichwas natural

catast~0phies and there were Clear rules and procedures fore’the utilization of i. :~

suchfunds, Regarding,monitoring and evaluation, normal UNDP procedures would .... .;¯ "

apply with the. participation¢Of the UNDP Resident’~.Representative~%he ~ ~..,

United Nations Specialized~.~agehcy!and’-the Government.as appropriate. He also -.

indicated that the Adm~inistr’ator ’~ did not have, ~. at~the present time, any other ~

propos:als;:;W.~t~ ’~ fihan~d.ia-I ’,;imp;lications within the co~text, of the Secretary-General’s.

app:ea-i ; toVp’u’t before the COfm~ittee although the Administrator was reviewing what ;: ~.:

further measu~es could be taken’by UNDP in this context. On the question of ~

alloc~ting TCDC funds for the proposed activities, the Assistant Administrator

reminded the Committee that this was not a decision that the Administrator could

take since it was an initiative of the Group of 77. Regarding .the formulation~ .~

of the project, this would.~be undertaken in consultation between the Regional -

Bureau for’~Afrlca and UNV with the recipient countries being consulted for ~ .,....i

individua’l .pr6~Ject activities iW~ith~n ~ the framework of the regional pr.oject~ ~: Tha~

guldeline’~"wo~uld be prepared ;~y !UNV jointly with the. Region~al Bureau for ~r!ca,

UNV was nota ~substantlve~agency but an executing agency for del~very and ~.th,~:. .~

project being proposed would fall within the total programme for Afrlc~ an~ be ,.~

co-ordlnated-locally. The Executive Co-ordinator (UNV) clarified ~he co~ts 

UNVs, emphasizing that the amount being proposed was based on.-s p~o ,~fo[,~, .~ost

. ~ .., . ~
~. ~ . ~ "
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applied by UNV across the board. The individual country pro forma costs were

established based on information provided by the UNDP field offices. He pointed

out, furthermore, that no overhead charges were made by UNV and there were no

additional hidden costs. The cost of UNVs was broken down into external and

in-country costs. The external costs were paid from the Special Voluntary Fund

in the case of UNVs from developing countries and by bilateral co-operating

organizations in the case of UNVs from industrialized countries. In-country

costs were largely funded from national IPFs. However, such costs were

increasingly being met from multi~bilateral funding sources, from Government

cost sharing and from the user United Nations agencies themselves.

Recommendations of the Committee

6. The Committee was ready to conclude that consensus had been reached on

the Administrator’s proposal for an allocation of SUS 1.5 million from Special

Programme Resources for the remainder of the third programming cycle to provide

UNVs with a minimum lead time to the most severely affected African countries.
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Do Countr~ and intercountry programmes and projects:
use of United Nations volunteers to assist the
most severel~ affected African countries in the
i_m~_l~mentation of emergenc[ assistance

A n n e x

Recommendation of the Committee

The Budgetary and Finance Committee recommends that the Council adopt the

following decision :

The Governinn ~ Council,

Havin~ considered the AdministratorVs report contained in

document DP/1984/22/Add.I,

Cog___~izant of’ the natural disaster caused by prolonged drought that is besetting

the African region,

Recallin~ that the Administrator is authorized by Governing Council

decision 80/48 to approve special projects to finance emergency assistance and to

assist in the rehabilitation and reconstruction of s%miO~ ~

GE.84-62777
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(a) Approves, on the understanding that this should not be regarded as a

precedent, an allocation of $1,5OO,OOO from Special Programme Resources for a

regional project in sub-Saharan Africa [to counter the effects of the natural

disaster in the region by providing United Nations volunteers to the affected

regionl] ~

(b) Takes note that the project document will be elaborated in collaboration

with the regional bureaux concerned, [the Bureau for Special Activities through

the United Nations Volunteers programme] and the Governments of developing

countries ooncerned~

(c) Takes note of the Administrator’s assurance that fully structured

assignments will be worked out with recipient Governments prior to sending

United Nations volunteers to their field positions.
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Addendum

Chapter II. UNITED NATIONS FUND FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES

i..For consideration of subitem 6.(e) of the Couneil’s agenda, the Committee

had before it ~he following documents:

(a) ~port of the Executive Director on th~ inclusion of the UNFPA

Deputy Representatives and limited core staff into theregular manning table

(DP/1984/38 and Corr.l);

(b) Audited accounts of participating and executing agencies (DP/1984/39)~

(c) Report of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary

Questions (DP/!98~/40)

. (d) Amendments to UNFPA Financial Regulations (DP/198~/72).

2. In introducing the subitem, the Executive Director reported that the income

of UNFPA in 1.983 of $134.7 million showe~ an increase of about 3 pe~" cantover’

1982, and expressed the hope that the income projections for 1984, ~ ~stimated at

an increase over 1983 of 5.5 per cent to $I,~2 mi!!ion~ wouid be ~chieved. He

noted that no statutory budget iocreases had to date been made, and UNFPA was not

submitting ~ sup©lementary budget:for the biennium i~84-I~85.
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3- The Executive Director, noting that UNFPA had experienced no cash flow problems

since it had become operational, expressed his gratitude to the Fund’s donors for

their continued support and timely payment of contributions. He indicated that

UNFPA had added $2 million to the Fund’s operational reserve in 1985, as planned,

bringing the reserve to $25 million.

4- The Executive Director was submitting to the Council at its request a

comprehensive report to enable it to discuss in depth the advantages and

disadvantages of a phased inclusion of the UNFP~ Deputy Representatives and
i

Senior Advisors on Population (DRSAPs) and limited c<~re staff into the regular

manning table, with a view to initiating and encouraging rotation between

headquarters and field professional staff. The costs associated with the

establishment of the posts and offices of the UNFPA Field Co-ordinators, as they

were originally called, had been met, not fron~ UNFPA~s administrative and programme

support services budget, but through the establishment of individual "country

projects" financed from UNFPA’s programme funds. ACABQ, he said, had in earlier

years recommended on several occasions that the field staff be included in the

regular UNFPA staffing table and administrative budg,~t. At that time, UNFPA felt

that greater flexibility was required for its field operations during a period when

the Fund’s resource base was expanding rapidly and more latitude was needed in

regard to the establishment of new field offices. In view of recent changes in the

situation, in terms of the more moderate growth of the UNFPA programme as well as

in the nature of the responsibilities of the UNFPA Deputy Representatives, UNFPA

believed it was now an appropriate time for an agreement in principle on field

operations in order to respond to the Council’s request that UNFPA submit to it at

its next:session a report on UNFPA’s basic manpower requirements. Noting that

ACABQ inits report before the Committee (DP/1984/40) had changed its position from

earlier years, citing a less favourable income trend and less flexibility with

regard to changes in the field offices 7 structure, the Executive Director said that

UNFPA did not share the Advisory Committee’s concern. Noting also that the UNFPA
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programmes of a certain volume, he indicated that approval of the proposal would

entail hardly any additional cost to the organization, and that tc continue the

present system would mean c~)ntinued inequitable treatment of ~taff, both within

UN~PA and between UNFPA and UNDP.

5- UNFPA was also proposing an amendment to the UNFPA Financial Regua{:.tions

arisJ.ng from a recommendation of the United Nations Board of Auditors. The

amendment was designed to ensure consistency of the UNFPA Financial Regulations with

those of UNDP.

Summary of the discussion in the Committee

6. ~nile a number of members voiced support for both the principle of equitable

treatment of staff End for the rotation of headquarters and field staff, many

members expressed concern regarding UNFPA~s plans for the implementation of the

inclusion of UNFPA field staff in the regular manning table. ~ny members said

that the report (DP/1984/38 and Corr.l) left a number of questions unanswered, and

that addition~l information would be required before a decision on the matter could

be taken.

7. Several members, for example, requested additional information on the costs

that would be involved in the conversion, as well as on the number of posts that

would be affected. Some members expressed the belief that the criteria proposed

in the report for determining whether a given post snculd bc transferred to the

regular manning table were too vague. One member questioned how the developing

countries with the greatest population requirements were to be determined~ while

other members suggested that Governing Council-approved programmes and projects and

a country’s status in the UNFPA system of priority countries for population
!

assistance be included in the criteria.

8. Some members requested further information on the phasing of the conversion,

on the number of posts that would be involved and how the auxiliary support staff

would be doalt ;~ith. ~me members requested information on the plans for rotation

of staff, including the rate of rotation and the number of headquarters and field
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were to be involved in the conversion, while another questioned why it was proposed

that the conversion of auxiliary support staff be delayed until after the conversion

of the UNFPA Deputy Representatives. Some members questioned whether the

200 series field staff posts would or should be converted to the equivalent

leO series post level. Some members indicated the importance of differentiating

between the post and the incumbent, while one me~ber requested information on how

the grade level of the Deputy Representatives was determined. One member noted

that conversion of the Deputy Representatives would result in large proportionate

increases in the higher ranking posts in the.iUNFPA manning table. Some members

requested information on how the conversion of posts would be reflected in the

UNFPA career development system. One member indicated that it would be useful to

have additional information on the magnitude of the activities of each field office

as well as on the length of service of those filling the UNFPA Deputy Representatives~

posts Some members expressed concern that UNFPA’s administrative flexibility could

be hampered by the conversion of field posts to the regular manning table.

9. Several members stated that UNFPA field staff should be treated on an equal

basis with the field staff of UNDP. One member noted the disadvantages to UNFPA

field staff of the present system and stated that the quality of personnel was of

major importance to the cost-effectiveness of programmes.

10. Several members said that the conversion of posts was not an urgent matter,

and that a decision on the issue should be deferred in order that it could be

considered along with the UNFPA biennial budget for 1986-1987 and the report on

UNFPA manpower requirements, which were to be submitted to the Council at its

thirty~seeond session. Some members said that UNFPA manpower requirements should

be determined before the matter of implementation of the conversion of field posts

was decided.
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ll. At the invitstion of the Chairm~n of the Committee~ the UI~P Assistant
7

Administrator, Bureau for Finance and Administration, briefly outlined the L_~DP

arrangement for including its field staff in the UNDP biennial budget presentation.

He furthermore noted t~mt two somewhat distinct issues were involved in the

consideration of the UI~PA proposals~ one concerned budgeta~, techniques~ the

other concerned personnel policies relating to job security and contractual status

of staff.

12. Many members requested that a detailed proposal for the implementation of the

conversion be submitted to the Council st its next session. Some members requested

that such a repori~ should present options re~rding implementation for the Council’s

consideration.

13. In regard to the audited accounts of U~PA’s executing agencies~ some members

noted an earlier discussion in the Committee with respect to the U~P audit reports.

Some members expressed the view that more expanded, effectiveness-oriented

narrative audit reports would be useful to the Council and suggested that such

audit reports concerning UNFPA be provided to the Council at future sessions.

Some members requested that executing agencies be encouraged to provide such audit

reports. Some members questioned why the document seemed to indicate UNFPA to be

its own largest executing agency.

14. Some members questioned the high level of unal!ocsted agency balances

indicated in the document.

Response of the Administration

15. In response to the various questions and concerns raised in the Committee with

respect to the inclusion in the regmllar manning table of ~PA Deputy

Representatives and the limited core staff, the Deputy Executive Director

indicated that UNFPA was seeking advice from the Council on the principle of the

inclusion and was not asking the Council at thiq time to endorse s new personnel

policy or to adopt a uew budget. He stated that additional administrative costs
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arising in the conversion from staff rules regarding agreed termination would be

negligible. While administrative costs might appear higher with the inclusion of

the UNFPA Deputy Representatives in the administrative budget, he pointed out that

the UNFPA administrative budget documents had for some years provided information

on wha.t the administrative cost would be if costs of the offices of the UNFPA

Deputy Representatives ~ere included in t1~e s~Jministrative budget.

16. Recalling that the Governing Cotmcil ha.d always encouraged close co-operation

between UNFPA and UNDP on administrative and operational ms.tters, the Deputy

Executive Director noted that the UNFPA field staff is an integral part of the

UNDP Resident Representative’ s office. As D-NDP and UNFPA had both a joint staff

union and personnel policy, Dq~FPA field staff should share the same conditions of

service a.s the UNDP field staff. With regard to the filming of the Committee’s

a.pprova.l of the inclusion of UNFPA field staff in the reg~cla.r manning table, he

sta.ted that the forma.t of the 1986-1987 biennial budget presentation to be submitted

to the Council next year depended on the Council’ s response to the Executive

Director’ s proposal.

17. The Deputy Executive Director agreed with comments in the Committee that a

greater proportion of staff with field experience was beneficial to the

¯ e~ ~ ~ and that greater rotation of headquarters and fieldorganization’ s effectlv ~n~s~

staff should be encouraged. The present system~ however~ greatly hindered such ¯

rotation.

18. With regard to the number of posts %0 be converted, the Deputy Executive

Director said that between one-third and two-thirds of the field posts presently

established would likely be proposed as per~nent posts. Regarding the impact of

conversion on administrative flexibility, he stated that UhU?PA’s financial

performance had been sound and ths,t the prospects for the future were good~

especially in view of the favoureble income projections for 1984 and the expected~

stimulating impact of the Interna.tionsl Conference on Population. Therefore,
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19. The Deputy Executive Director stated that the UNFPA proposal to phase in the

inclusion of field posts in the regular manning table reflected a. cautious approach

by the Fund and was subsidiary to the principle of inclusion itself. Furthermore,

he said that the posts to be transferred should include the auxiliary support

staff.

20. In response to the questions raised concerning the audited accounts of the

executing agencies, the Deputy Executive Director noted that the table on the

status of funds of UNFPA as an executing agency was somewhat misleading, as it

actually reflected funds allocated by UNFPA for direct government-executed projects.

He also explained that the unallocated agency balances shown in the document were

as of 31 December 1982 and thus did not reflect the current situation. He agreed

that effectiveness-oriented audits were desirable although he noted that obtaining

such audits from the executing agencies presented some difficulties as each of the

agencies involved had its own procedure_s regarding audits. He indicated UNFPA’ s

willingness to arrange that copies of the annual audit of T/NFPA by the Panel of

~xter~ml Auditors ss submitted to the Fifth Committee of the General Assembly be mad

available to delegations in limited quantities at future sessions of the Council.

Furthermore, the annual audit report of LqTFPA would in future appear among the

documents listed in the Council’s annotated agenda under the item relating to

UNFPA financial and budgetary matters.

Recommendation of the Committee

21. Following its consideration of this item, the Committee recommends that the

Council adopt the following decJ.sion~

The Governing CoT~mcil,

Having considered the report of the Executive Director on the inclusion of the

UNFPA Deputy Representatives and limited core staff into the regular manning table

(DP/1984/38 and Corr.l) and the comments thereon expressed by the Advisory Committe~

on Administrative and Budgetary Questions (DP/1984/40) and the proposed amendments

to UNFPA Financial Regulations (DP/1984/72),
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(a.) Requests the Executive Director in preps.ring the UNFPA biennial budget

for 1986-1987 to include all international a.nd local staff serving in hea.dquarters

a.nd in field offices, without prejudice to 8. final decision by the Council at its

thirty-second session on the appropria.te format;

(b) Decides that the Council, when considering the UNFPA biennial budget:,.:’.

for 1986-1987, shall also consider if a.nd to what extent field posts should be

established on a perma.nent or temporary basis and the criteria which should be

applied in determining those DRSAP posts to be proposed for inclusion in the regular

manning table, taking into account the recommendation of the ACABQ thereon;

(c) Notes the intention of the Executive Director to prepa.re a deta.iled

implementation plan and revised manning table %o be included in the document which

he has been requested to prepare on UNFPA’s ha.sic manpower requirements for

consideration by the Council at its thirty-second session~

(d) Approves the amendment to Regulation 16.3 of the UNFPA Financial .~

Regulations, rel~ting to the submission of annuals.ccounts to the Unite.d.Na.tions

Boa.rd of Auditors; ~:~/:

(e) Notes the amendments to the annex to the Financial Regulations of the

United Nations9 approved by the General Assembly in its decision 58/408, concerning

additional terms of reference governing the audit of the United Nations 9 and notes

that these will consequently be reflected in the Information Annex to the

UN~PA Financial Regulations~ and

(f) Requests the Executive Director to revise the UNFPA. Financial Regula.$ions

incorporatingthe a.bove amendments thereto.

II.

Hm.vin~ ConSidered document DP/1984/39containing the audited accounts of the

executing agencies for the year 1982, .... ~

No~in6 thst the a.uditeda.ccounts of UNFPA’s executing agencies for 1982, and

’ those for prior yea~rs~ have not been a.ccompaaied by narrative audit reports, .
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C gnsiderin6 that actions ta.ken as a result of past decisions of the Council in

connection with the audit reports of executing agencies of UNDP would be equally

appropriate in the case of UNFPA,

(a) Emphasizes the importance which the Council atta.ches to receiving narrativ

audit reports which disclose the results of audits that are sufficiently wide in

scope as to cover those area.s which the Council has identified in its previous

decisions, including in pa.rticular the audit of the effectiveness of financia.1

management

(b) Requests the Executive Director to bring this decision, and the views

expressed by the Committee in the course of its discussion of this ma.tter, to the

attention of the Panel of External Auditors and of the administrations of the

executing agencies, and to report to the Council on their rea.ction~ and

(c) Further req.uestss the Executive Director to provide annually an oral

report to the Budgetary and Finance Committee in rega,rd to UNFPA’ s a.nnua.l audit

a.s submitted to the Fifth Co~nittee of the Genera,1 Assembly and UN~PA’s response

to such audit.
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i. For its consideration of’ the financial and administrative aspects of one of

the issues under item 8 (d) of the Council~s agenda, the Committee had.before 

for consideration a report of the Administrator, Activities and staffing of the

Special Unit for TCDC: additional allocation from Special Programme Resources (SPR)

for the promotion of action=oriented TCDC activities (DP/1984/46/Add.1).

Introducing the subject, the Associate ~dministrator referred to Governing Council

decision 85/15 by which the Council, at its thirtieth session, had approved an

allocation of $600~OOO for specific ~ ~ = " "~ ~ ~ ’.~ct_on ~or1~,nt~dand promotional TCDC activities

for the 19 4oo~.<~ biennium, This decision had been taken in the light of a

recommendation of the High-level Commitu .... for the Review of TCDC which called for

the al!ooation of $i million for such activities. The Governing Council, at the

same time it had approved the allocation of $600~000~ had also left open the

consideration of a possible increase following the mid-term review of the third
[ ;

programming cye].e~ 1982~,~i986~ which was to take p].ace at the present sessiDn°
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¯ Describing the continuing evolution of action=oriented TCDC activities, the

ssociate Administrator stated that resources already programmed for these activities

otalled some $778,000, made possible by augmenting the $600,000 approved last year

ith $200,000 in savings from prior year allocations. He emphasized the catalytic

ole played by UNDP with respect to promoting TCDC activities and pointed out that

or 61 requests approved at an estimated cost to UNDP of $674,000, the co-operating

overnments were contributing some $2.24 million, a ratio of well more than:l to ~.

. The Associate Administrator reviewed the status of SPR and said that a balance

f $11~2 million remained from the $20.4 million earmarked for various contingencies

ncluding TCDC. Taking into account the availability of funds, he regarded as

~udent the further allocation of’ $8009000 for the remainder of the t1~ird cycle in

rder to continue the momentum already generated in the area of action~oriented

romotional activities for TCDC.

Summary of the discussion in the Committee

Several members stressed the basic importance of TCDC and the relevant work

~eing carried out by the Special Unit for TCDC~ they referred to the encouraging

~ost~sharing character of the activities being undertaken. One member reported on

~he results of a recent conference in Beijing on TCDC where 33 project requests.had

een agreed upon with the main financial support coming from the developing countries.
,

~e regarded the additional allocation of $800,000 as very modest.

~. Other members, however, questioned the prudence of" committing the entire

~6OO,OOO allocation within the first six months of the 1984~1985 biennium, and

~xpressed concern that the request for an additional $800,000 would be only the

First of several during the remainder of the third cycle¯ They also expressed

.~eservations about the use of oPR for the purpose of promoting action~oriented

rCDC activities, Stating that national IPFs and/or the resources available from the

liquidate d .United Nations Emergency Operations Trust Fund (EOTF) might be more

~uitable sources of financing¯
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6. One member wanted to know the difference between promoti0nal activities and

other TCDC activities. Another member requested an explanation of the criteria

employed for the use of SPR. He and another member also asked for details regarding

the nature of the activities being carried out.

Response of the Administration

7- Replying to questions raised by members of the Committee, the Associate

Administrator stated that, as a matter of Princip!e~ if needs existed and were

identified in excess o~ the resources provided, UNDP would commit funds to meet¯
¯ ..... ~i~

those needs as quickly as possible. With regard to whether further allocations would

be requested, he said that if a programme were successful and needs existed,

UNDP would indeed request additional funds. It was the Council’s prerogative to

either approve or deny such requests. Explaining the difference between promotional

activities and actual technical co-operation undertakings, the Associate Administratol

gave examples of how the funds from the $600,000 allocation had been used for,

D i[!tgr alia , the transportation of consultants and/or experts from one developing

country to another.

8. With respect to other sources of funding for TCDC activities, the Associate

Administrator referred to the reduction to 55 per cent of the illustrative IPFs

which had provoked a major reduction in the amount available for the TCDC programme

from this source. Funds from SPR provided a small amount of additionality.

~egarding the $5.8 million in the EOTF, he said that it was largely weighted in

favour of promoting economic co~ooperation among developing countries rather

than TCDC and was not within the Administrator’s discretion to spend. The

General Assembly resolution provided that it was for the developing countries

themselves to decide on the priorities for the commitment of those funds and, in

this conection, relevant negotiations with the Group of 77 were presently under way.

~. ~ne Associate Administrator stated that SPR had been allocated for support

of the United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa, for

assistance to the Palestinian people, pre~investment activities and TCDC. He
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emphasized that the basic issue for the Committee to decide was whether the

allocation for TCDC from these SPR funds should be increased.

Further discussion in the Committee

I0. Most members expressed the view that whatever doubts they had had about the

proposal had been assuaged. Several, however, stated that such expenditures should

be regularized and not dependent on SPR allocations. They requested that a relevant

recommendation be submitted to the Council at its thirty-second session. Another

member maintained that the country IPFs should be the main source of funds for

TCDC activities.

Further response by the Administration

ii. The Associate Administrator emphasized that the Committee had already expressed

support for action-oriented promotional activities for TCDC activities and expressed

the hope that the ¯lack of a small amount of" foreign exchange should not be allowed

to prevent the full flowering of the TCDC concept. He urged that in view of

UNDP~s basic policy of promoting self-reliance the momentum generated by recent .

TCDC activities not be permitted to falter.

Recommendation of" the Committee

[The CommitteeVs recommendation to the Council will be issued subsequently.]
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Recommendation of the Committee

Following its consideration of this question, the Committee recommends that the

Council adopt the following decision:

The Gover~in~ Council,

Having considered the report of the Administrator on an additional allocation from

Specia I Programme Resources for action-oriented promotional activities for TCDC

(DP/1984/461Add.l),

1. A~roves the recommendation of the Administrator for an additional $800,000 to be

allocated from Special Programme Resources for 1984-1986 to ensure continuation of

action-oriented promotional activities for TCDC; and

~2. ~the Administrator to provide to the Council at its thirty-second session

detailed report on the use of the funds made available in 198~ and i~84 from Special

Programme Resources for this purpose.
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Chapter I. MATTERS REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE BY THE PLENARY (continued)

B. Preparati0ns for the fourth programming cyg!e

1. The Committee had before it for consideration paragraph 17 of the report of

the Adminis%rator on preparations for the fourth programming cycle (DP/1984/27)

which had been referred to it by the Plenary.

2. In his introductory statement, the Associate Administrator explained the

background for the proposed increased level and broadened scope for the

Operational ¯Reserve in the fourth programming cycle. The root of the problem was

to be found in the fact that the uncertainties and variations in the availability

of resources had forced UNDP to res0rt to short~term changes in programme levels

which Had~ created ~ diff{culties and disec0nomies in the programming at the field

level. While ’¯%he ~tersessionai Committee of the ~ole had addressed this

problem it had~D0t been~ able to reach an agreement on ways of solving the problem.

The~ present proposal regarding the Operational Reserve would facilitate more

stable levels off programming by having a second level of’ the Operational Reserve

GE.84~62885
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available to maintain planned programme levels in the event of shortfalls, with

adjustments being effected later in a more orderly, planned fashion. The current

Operational Reserve was insufficient in size and constrained in its scope to fulfil

this function. The Associate Administrator reminded the Committee that, when

established in 1972, the Operational Reserve amounted to more than 50 per cent of

the expenditures for that year and that the purpose of the current Operational

Re3erve had been interpreted as precluding its use to cover, on a planned basis, a

deficit in programmable resources, but constituted a liquidity reserve for

unanticipated situations. He also emphasized that the proposal would not affect

third-cycle resources, but involved setting aside some $75 million to $iO0 million

at the beginning of the fourth cycle from the resources of that cycle. This amount

could, if not used, be restored to project funds duringthe last years of the cycle

so as to,have no net impact for the cycle as a whole.

summarFy of the discussion in the Committee

3o In the following discussion several members indicated that they were generally

sympalthetic to the proposal. However~ several questions ~were raised regarding the

idea of restoring the funds by the end of the cycle as it would only lead tea

need to re-establish this reserve again in the following cycle. Equally it was

questioned whether the guidelines for the Operational Reserve as contained in

Governlng Council decision 80/50 did not already permit the use of the Operational

Reserve for the proposed purposes. The constraints on the use of the Operational

Reserve were self-imposed by UNDP and did not follow from the text of the decision.

4. Other members supported the Administrator~’s interpretation of the guidelines

for the Operational Reserve and emphasized that the Operational Reserve should be

seen as an ultimate reserve essentially to cover unexpected contingencies. It

would therefore be better to establish the proposed reserve as a separate line with

a dlfferentand cleariy stated purpose in the over-all planningfor the fourth

cycle°
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5. Several members pointed out that, while sympathetic to the idea contained in

the proposal, it should be examined in the context of over-all resources to be

available for the fourth cycle and suggested that the Administrator should put

forward a more detailed proposal to the thirty~second session of the

Governing Council in the context of over-all proposals for the fourth cycle.

Response of the Administration

6. In his response to the questions raised, the Associate Administrator

re-emphasized the need for a reserve of the proposed kind to avoid ’Tfits and

starts" in the Programme as it now operated on a "pay-as-you-go" basis with no

funds to smoothen out programme levels over the years. Equally, he had noted the

ambiguity and differing interpretations regarding the use of the current

Operational Reserve and indicated that the Administrator would put forward a

report to the next session of the Council to clarify the issue and to make detailed

proposals.

Recommendation of the Committee

7. Following the discussion on this subject, the Budgetary and Finance Committee

recommends that the following draft decision be adopted by the Council at its

thirty-first session:

The Governing Council,

Havln~ reviewed the Administrator’s proposal contained in paragraph 17 of

DP/1984/27,

Requests the Administrator to:

(a) Submit to the Council at its thirty-second session a detailed report 

the possibility of establishing, within the resources expected to be available for

the fourth programming cycle, a second level of the Operational Reserve or a

separate programming reserve, for the specific purpose of evening out fluctuations

in annual resource levels~ and

(b) Examine the current guidelines for the use of the Operational Reserve

and propose to the thirty-second session of the Governing Council, such modifications
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E. Mid-term review of the third programming cycle, 1982"I~86

1. The Committee had before ¯ it a memorindum from the Chairman of the Drafting Ore
! i.~ /

requesting the views of the committee on operative paragraph 10 of a~draft d@cisio~

contained in, document DP/19 4 d’6 on the mid-,term review 0f the third ’

progra~ing cycle.

2. In his introduction the Director of :the Planning and"Co-ordination Office

emphasized that the proposed guidelines for selective borrowing’ f~om the

fourth programming cycle essentially were similar tO %hose in effect for the

borrowing from the third to the second programming cycie~ although the limits’had

been reduced to take into account the tighter " ~ ¯financial situation. He also

underscored that the basic purpose for ¯borrowing is to ensure a smooth transition

between the cycles. He also pointed out that there would be:no financial "
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implications for the third cycle as all borrowing would have %o be offset by

exloected under-spending in other progran~nes than those allowed to borrow. It was

also pointed out that %he proposal had been generally supported When the item had

been debated in the Plenary.

Sunznar Z of discussion

3. Several members referred to their statements made in the Plenary supporting

the proposals~ However, they added thab it was important thai the authority must

be exercised with caution and only after careful review of each country’s situation.

Regarding the proposal to consider the global and interregional progran~nes jointly

for the purpose of borrowing, the question was raised whether this was not, in effect,

a post facto effort to find adequate resources for the global programme. Questions

were also raised as to whether there was any link between country and intercountry

borrowing for a region, and how the Administrator plaraned to apply criterion (c)

given that fourth-cycle IPFs will not be known until sometime in 1985. In addition,

a question was raised as %o whether, if there were no expected underexl0enditure in

a region, there could be no borrowing for a countz~j in %hat region which would

otherwise qualify.

Re_~onse b7 the Adminis~Sration

4. In his response~ the Director of the Planning and Co-ordination Office assured

the Committee that borrowing would only be au%horized after careful review on a

case-by-case basis. Equally, the borrowing would be implemented in two to three

rounds during 1984 through 1986 to take into account both the evolvir~ resource

situation and the progress in calculating new IPFs for the fourth cycle. Regarding

borrowing for the global prograrmme, i% was pointed out that the current session of

the C~)vernir~ Council had for its consideration several high-priority global projects

which could not be financed without the proposed enlarged borrowing authority. The

Committee was also reminded of the proposal %0 increase the global IPF for the

fourth cycle and a need to prepare for those progran~ne levels~ if approved. Regarding
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~
borrowing in a region with no underspending, it was correct that in such a case

~$
here could be no borrowing in that region so as to preserve the distribution of

unds between regions. However, such a situation was unlikely to occur.

Conclusions of the Committee

5. Following the discussion on this subject, the Budgetary and Finance Committee

agreed that the Chairman should communicate the following views to the Chairman

of the Drafting Group: the Committee was satisfied (a) that the proposed guidelines

for borrowing from the fourth programming cycle did not require any additional

financial resources during the third programming cycle~ and (b) the Committee was

satisfied that the proposed guidelines were reasonable, especially having taken

into account the assurances of the Administration that they would be approved

selectively and after careful review on a case-by-case basis.
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F. Ex post facto reporting On agency

, ~ :: .< !,~:, . - ¯

i. For considerationof’item ~9’(f) of:~heCouncil~s agenda, the Commi.t,~e:e had

’! , .i ,...~:., : .......

before it a report of the AdminiS~r~tor contained in DPI1984/62. In introducing

" ’ i ,-i ....

the item, the Director o~f ~ F~h~ahce ~gh~ightedi:.the...fac~ that this .was~ the first :

detailed report submitted ’ ~o the ’C~uncil in respons.e" to the Council’s. decision .80144

and other subsequent decisions on ’the .su’sject.-- , i . ¯, .:-~ , ,..!~. ,~

2. He then described the extensive efforts’:whi’chWere need~d .to.develop a

reporting formlt’:~hic~iwOuld!"Sef~asible from:"the~tandpointof.execu.tin~ "

agencies, without requiring p~Pgicdiari2"~eXtensive"adjuStments t.o theirsystems,

and acceptabl-e ~:t
~ .......... i~- , ........

to the c0unc[[ iho~eP"to")rovfde the:basic information¯

required to make the report meaningful, ....... ’ ’ : "
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5. He informed the Committee that the data in the report had to be reviewed

with great care since some agencies were able to readily extract the data

required from their accounting systems. Others, however, had relied on either

predetermined support-cost percentages based on past studies, or on management

information which, in some cases, reflected estimated costs. In addition,

differences in agencies’ accounting treatment, and in their management systems

and budgetary processes also affected their respective submissions. He then

went on to describe some of the salient features of the reports and the method

for the presentation of the tables in order to make the data as meaningful as

possible.

Summary of the discussion in the Committee

4. Members expressed their appreciation for the submission of the detailed

report and the complementary oral explanations provided by the Director of Finance.

They recognized in general that the fact that it had taken four years to respond

to the Council’s request was an indication of the complexity of the issue at hand.

Nevertheless, the amounts of support costs paid to agencies were substantial and

therefore the report was indispensable in order to ~ allow for some comparison

between agencies and to allow a better understanding of the use of these monies.

Most participants expressed satisfaction at agencies’ co-operation in the

process of preparing the ex post facto report and called upon them to continue to

co~operatawith UNDP in the provision of meaningful information for this report

in the future. They considered this report to be a good beginning which could be

further developed in future submissions.

5. One member, speaking on behalf of a group of delegations, found the data

of significance and p0in~ed to the lower rate of support costs incurred by UNDP/OPE,

compared wi~hotheragencies, on programme activities financed by UNDP. This was

an indication that UNDP/OPE was not subsidizing the support of trust funds from

support-costs earnings on UNDP funds. While recognizing the importance of the’

data, this member questioned why it had not been provided at the level of detail
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required by decision 80/44. Several members expressedthe view that some of the

data were not specific enough and expressed the wish¯to have, in the future, a

further breakdown of items such as ~’others!’ and ’~general operating expenses~.

One member noted the high ratio of personnel costs in the data provided. Members

noted the wide divergence in support~cost rates incurred by various agencies and

some remarked that Several of the larger agencies had lower rates which confirmed

that they benefited from economies of scale.

6. Several delegates suggested that the information ~ontained in the report

could be used to review measures to reduce support costs by permitting agencies

and intergovernmental bodies to review systems and operational procedures.

Many members expressed the Opinion that funds saved on administration costs were

funds available for development programmes. One member suggested that a close

analysis of the available information could help reduce costs. In this connection

he referred to one item, that of travel costs, where the ratio of such expenditure

was substantially different between agencies.

7. Several agency representatives participated in the discussion. They

explained that the high ratio of personnel costs was due to the fact that

support activities were!mainly headquarters! functions with heavy staff

involvement. One agency representative stated that his agency was supporting

its extrabudgetary activities from support-costs earnings on these pro~rammes

which, in accordance with Governing Council decision 80/44, was being charged at

a uniform rate for all sources of funds .... , ....

Response of the Administration

8. In his response, the Director of Finance explained that the data provided,

which was less detailed than that requested in ~’~’~ 80/44,(~l~lon was based on

negotiations with executing agencies. Th@ results of these negotiations were

communicated to the Council which had agreed to the proposed format. He then

expressed the view that the importance of the data was to provide management

informstion which would enable relative comparisons to be made. It could also
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provide a base against which future data could be reviewed. As to the views¯ that

support-costs expenditures could perhapsbe further reduced, hestated that

potentiai~measures for cutting Costs should be viewed as a permanent objective.

HoWeVer, a determination of what constituted a proper overhead rate depended to a

large ext~nt on definitions and on the base against which it was calculated. For

instance, ~ he continued, private firms often estimated their overhead to.be well. in

excess of iOO per cent as applied against¯direct labour charges. ~- He went on to say

that if there ¯were any comfort in the numbers, it came from the fact that UNDP in

great part was:paying a lower amount to agencies in:support costs than agencies.

were expending as their overhead costs, in supporting their various types and modes

of technical assistance programmes. He assured the Committee that UNDP, in .

co-operation with the agencles, would attempt in future submissions to improve

the report and respond to thevarious requests made for some more detai!ed~data.

Recommendation of the Committee ...... ~

9. Following its discussion, the Committee recommends that the Council adopt

the following decision:

The Governing Council, : .

i. Takes note of theAdministrator’s "Ex post facto report on agency

support costs" (DP/i984/62) as well as views and opinions of members on the

report; ~:.

2. Expresses appreciation to the Administrator and the executing

agencies for developing the format submitted; and

3° Requests the Administrator.to contipue submitting such a report

on a biennial basis.

i
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i. The Committee had for its consideration the report of the Administrator on

¯ ..... A_ " Director~ ’:
¯ :; : :.~. , : ~ .

./programmes in energy development Contained in document DP/198_ 57] The of
.... . .... . . . . . ¯ .

the Energy Account introduced the item by stating that ¯ the IntePgovernmentai "’ ’

Committee on the Development and Utilization of New and Renewable Sourc~esof " "---Energy,

in its r~.port on its rece,t].y concluded second session, had rc~-icommended ’that the

Governing Council "... review the current interim arrangemer, ts for the Energy

Account, with a view to ensuring the continuation of the operations of the: ’ -Account’~0n

more stable basis and to strengthen its activities in order to make it better able to

respond to the needs of developing countries in the field Of new and renewable sources

of energy".
c ," i ¯ i " " ¯ ¯ .. ¯ , ~.’ , - : : : ¯ ¯

2. The Director ren~inded delegates that the Administrator had been authorized by the

Governing Council at it~ twenty-seventh session in June 1980, in decision 801 to

" " ’ ~ ~’ ~ -. . ~". " "’: ’".; .-i )~i-: :~ .~’ ’’ ~:!~.. , ".~. . , ’,"~ ~ ,i .’ ;’ ".

establish the Energy Account on an interim basis without prejudice to future
..i.:-."’:H , ~i :" .’ ’::~ ":~ ¯ ’.: ,, , . ;" : ....

arrangements which could result fro~ the United Nations Conference on New and

Renewable Sources of Energy which ~as held in Nairobi in !~81.
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3- The Secretary-General in his report to the second session of the

Intergovernmental Committee, after reviewing the various options for funding of

energy programmes and projects, had expressed the view that the Energy Account,

beCaUse of its performance, represented the best mechanism for the mobilization

of additional financial resources for the development of new and renewable

sources of energy, and that the Account should be strengthened and given

additional voluntary resources for supporting actions and pre~investment

activities in this field. As stated in its resolution, the Intergovernmental

Committee concurred and paragraph 5 of document DP/1984/37 set out the decision.

4- The Director concluded by stating that the Budgetary and Finance Committee

was being requested to make a recommendation on the strengthening of the

Energy Account and on its being established on a permanent basis.

Summary of the discussion in the Committee

5. Many members expressed disappointment at the amount of information contained

in the report. Several members considered that the full text containing the

recommendations of the Intergovernmental Committee on the Development and

Utilization of New and Renewable Sources of Energy should have been included in

thereport. One member, supported by another, considered that the report

contained proposals that appeared to go beyond the proposals made by the recent

Conference. One member pointed out that this Conference had not recommended

any conversion of the Energy Account into a fund,

~. Many delegates requested further information and clarification on a number

of proposals contained in the document. Members sought clarification on the

meaning and implication of transforming the interim arrangement into a stable

funding arrangement and on how the proposals outlined in paragraph IO of the

document would actually contribute to the objectives stated, in particular that

of mobilizing increased resources for the Energy Account. Members requested

information on the specific changes that were envisaged as a result of the
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proposals¯ Many members expres,~ed oppositign to any proposal that would¯ . . ", ~. " . .~ ~ ..7. .~ ," ,~ . i’, , ~i :

encourage proliferation of funds and stated that they considered that the

Energy Account should remain as an account an~ should not be transformed into

a fund A number of delegates stated that if there were no substantive., ¯ ~ . ~ ,-~, ,-!,. . ~ . ! . ~!:~! ~.~ ’ .." . ,,~.’:

implications in the proposals before them, the Administrator should proceed under
’ . - " " " ~ " i !~ ~ ~ " ~ ~.~ . ’ ". i . ¯ ’ .... ~ ~ ’ : ¯ . ’ ~ ’

existing arrangements and tha~ no special authority was needed from the Committee¯

.
One member sought clarification regarding paragraphs ll and 12 of the

document and specifically on whether the Administrator was recommending any

course of action with respect to contributions conditional on procurement in the

donor country. Another member asked for details on the staffing of the Account

and its financing.

8. Several members noted the importance of the energy sector and expressed

appreciation for a number of the activities being undertaken by the Account¯

Response of the Administration

~. The Director of the Energy Account stated that the Account had initially been

established on an interim basis and that it had appeared that the Council had the

options of either letting this interim arrangement lapse or of putting it on a

more atable basis. He noted that some potential donors had expressed reluctance

to contribute to an interim arrangement and that a more stable funding arrangement

had been intended to encourage such donors to make contributions at the time of

the annual Pledging Conference. The Director emphasized the success of the

programmes in mobilizing additional resources. Regarding the documentation, he

noted that the report of the Intergovernmental Committee on the Development and

Utilization of New and Renewable Sources of Energy had not yet been published by

the United Nations. He stated that the Administrator was not recommending the

transformation of the Account into a fund and that the Administrator was not

making any proposals for increased staffing for the Energy Unit.
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iO. The Assistant Administrator, Bureau for Finance and Administration,sbated

in regard toparagraph 12 that the Administrator was not making~any recommendations

on the matter of tied procurement and that the words "and Ii" in the second

sentence of paragraph 12 were a misprint and should be deleted. With respect to

staffing, he stated that there were two established posts in the biennial budget

and one extra budgetary’p0st. Furthermore, one secretary was presently being

financed from temporary assistance funds.

":, . .
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Addendum

Chapter I. MATTERS REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE BY THE PLENARY (continued)

F. Programmes in energy development

Annex

Recommendation of the Committee

Following its consideration of this subject, the Committee recommends that the

Council adopt the following decision:

The ~overnlng Council,

Having considered the report of the Administrator on programmes in energy

development contained in document DP/1984/37,

Taking note of the recommendations of the !ntergovernmental Committee on the

Development and Utilization of New and Renewable Sources of Energy concerning the

UNDP Energy Account,

Recalling the central funding role of UNDP,

i. Authorizes the Administrator to continue with an Energy Account within

UNDP, as established by decision 80/27, as long as it receives adequate funding

support from donors~

GE.84-63013
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2. Calls on all governments, who are in a position to do so, to contibute on

an increasing basis to the Energy Account~

3- Requests the Administrator to promote increased participation of the

relevant United Nations organizations in the implementation of programmes and

projects in the field of energy;

4- Also rgquests the Administrator to ensure, to the extent possible, the

integration of the activities financed from the Energy Account with the regular

activities of UNDP; and

5. Further requests the Administrator to report to the Governing Council at

its thirty-second session on the results achieved in the activities financed from

the Energy Account.

4


